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The Farm and Home Paper of the. Ken-Tenn Territory
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, If elsewhere in today's paper,
you read about a
census-taker
getting stuck in the mud, disregard the story as being neWsworthy. Joseph (Buster) Shuck,
crew leader for the Fulton County enumerators makes opr story
look puny. Buster was. plodding
another one of Fulton County's
roads when he asked a colored
man the direction of a particular
farm house.' On being told the
direction as well as the condition of the road, he drove on. and
suddenly found himself sailing in
a 45-degree position_ completely
--surrounded, or we infghrt say, engulfed ba thick, soft slime. It
wasn't a wrecker that pulled him
out. Buster had to disrobe
almost completely and work himself out of the seat of his car and
the same of his pants.

Volume, Nineteen

10 Pages

• •

o• Fulton Citizens Endorse
$1,000,000 School Program
S

nommemossmw

Fulton, Fulton County.Kentucky, Friday, April 7, 1950
READY TO START THE COUNTING

a Membership

Number Fourtees

CONCERT GOAL AT
HALF-WAY MARK

At cheek-up time on Thursday, Mrs. Parks Weaks, general
chairman of this year's Com'Several hundred- enthusiastic
SpokesMen
at Wednesday's
munity Concert membership
and determined citizens of Obion meetirie pointed out
drive reported that the halfthat disway mark had been reached.
County met in a mass Meeting. interest and
downright opposiGoal for this year is 600 memlast
Wednesday
night 3t the tion to the bond issue, manifest
bers, to assure four concerts
Cosinly,
to in some parts of the
South Fulton High .School
next season. "The number of
_must_lie_met_with..determineck
hear 'endorsements of variousconcerts depend on the memforts to' get out every available
spokesmen, the PTA, the Booster
berships sold," she said.
voter
in
the
district
including,
Club and city, county and school
team captains
-Meanwhile
register
officials in favor of "getting out j South Fulton, to both
j
anti their workers are working
a tsrong, favorable vote" on May and to vote endorsement of the
every possible area to meet
6 in favor of the $1,000,000 bond project.
The meeting was presided over
the quota.
issue to be voted by countians .for
the
No memberships will be soli
the schools. The South Fulton by Ed Neely, President of
Fulton Booster Club. -A
after this week's drive.
a South
Looking back at the car after High school is scheduled for
few of the comments made dur.Team captains are asked ta
he had freed himself, he found to large amdtint of the proposed ex- ing the evening:
make reports every day, as
us amazement that the front end penditure.
Mac Burrow, (Principal, South
that the progress of the drive is
Last Monday the Obion Counpad fallen into a concealed fox,Fulton Hi): "I don't see how any
known at all times.
bole, while the back end was ty Court, endorsed an expansion property owner, whether he has
ap'The, team captains and their
lifting its head to the skies. It program of $1,100,000 and
children or not, can afford NOT
the
workers are as follows: Mrs. L..
was a-raining too!' Need we say proved the sale of bonds;
$
t
10
ov
0
o
.
)
te
for
.
it."
(It
will raise proquestion will either be approved
C. Logan, captain, and Mesdames
more.
perty assessmentsarotind 62c per
or rejected by the people on May
Fred Sawyer, C. H. Newton, Rob6.
ert Anthem, Horton Baird, and
They tell us that this epitaph
Slayden Douthitt, • • (Principal,
In order to vote, However, all
George
_ -Moore;
Union
City
High):
."ki,undreds
of
on the grave of a gent by the must have either been registered,
Mrs. Thomas Mahan, captain,
children
suffer
from
lack
of
edexist- or do so on April 6 or the 13th
Name Peas is in actual
and Mesdames Joe Hall, Alex
Xicational needs . . . the public
ence in these parts. Some Sundayl at the County Highway Super- won't let this situation
Leneave, Frank Wiggins, Misses
exist
intendent's
office
in
Union
City.
Ann Godfrey and Mary Hoznra;
afternoon try to find it and thel
The books close 20 days prior to much longer. Good schools and
Charles Gregory, captain, and
handsome
give a
News will
the election.
(Continued on Page Ten)
Mesdames Fred Hozzum, Don Hill,
Smiling
and
enthusiastic after completing their course as census takers, fifteen Fulton Countians A. B. Roberts, Charlesrews
shroud to the discoverer.
are shown on the steps of the postoffice ready to start the tremendous
Here Us;
Sam. Shown above is Paul Abel, congratulating Buster Shuck on thetask of county noses for Uncle and William Will;
operation of the
Here lies the body of Elmus Peas
five-day class. Fulton County census takers sho vn in the picture (not insuccessful
Mrs. Ward McClellan, captain,
order of their positions are): Mrs. Elsie Weaks, Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. Mary-Nelle Wright,the
Mrs.
Johanna
Westpheling, Miss Mary Swann Bushart, Mrs.
Under the daisies and under
Mrs. Judy Brady. Mrs. Rose G. Skwart, Mrs. Arnett W. Hendrix, Mrs. Nell
the trees •• •
Mrs. Marietta H. Reynolds and M'rs. Edna Capenter Shaw, all of Hickman. S. Calvin, William D. Biggs, Arch Huddleston, Jr., Mn, WUmon Boyd, Mrs. J. W. Elledge,
Mrs. Katherine M. Weatherspoon, RFD 4, Fulttih; James H. Thompson, Crutchfield;
Peas isn't here, only the pod.
Maurice C. Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr.;
Robert Ashton (Fats) Elierett, he is not asking for a "deed" to Bondurant, RFD 4, Hickman; and Mrs. Blonnie Mae Mikel, RFD 1, Hckman.
Peas shelled out and went
Mrs. IL N. Strong, captain, Mrs.
(See Story blade) —Photo Courtesy Denny Studio.
Obion County farm boy who has the office, nor:a first mortgage
home to God.
B ts„ Copeland, liars. Paul Roper
Tennessee poli- on your continued support."
been active in
and Mrs. L. A. Clifton;
The candidate announced that John Earle Cekbrates
And while we're at it, the News tics for the past 14 years, today
Mrs. Mac Burrow, captain, Mrs.
will gladly make mention of any announced as a candidate for he plans to personally contact as
25th
Anniversary
Buren Rogers, Mrs. I. M. Jones
other unusual markers cpund in United States Representative for many of the district's voters as
District,
the
Ninth
Congressional
and
Mrs. Bob Perkins.
possible before the election.
With Memories
this neck of the woods.
The office is now held by Rep.
Mrs. M. T. C,allihain, captain,
Mr. Everett was born Feb. 24,
Spring 1950, being it)e silver
1915 on a farm near Union City,
Mrs. Margaret Elliott, 84 years Jere Cooper of Dyersburg.
Fulton , His name is synonnrus with Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., Mrs. Morgan
Joe NI. Hall, popular
anniversary of thd founding. of
Omar, and Mrs. Vernon Owen;
young, and the mother of Mrs. The 35-year-old West Tenness- Tennessee. He was reded on the the City Motor .Company in
haberdasher
a
n
d
unoffi6ial
,Country Club activity. He was
FulVyton Mitchell, captain, Jack
R. C. Reid in the Highlands..is a eon is widely-known throughout farm, and now lives with his par- ton by Earle and Taylor, prompt: mayor of Lake Street has attain- , president for four and one-half
Carta;
mighty fine lady who, deserves the district, and pledged himself ents in Union City.
proprietorship.
ed
the
degree
of
'years.'
and
has
been
secretaryEarle to dig
back
Mrs. William McDade, captain,„
He was graduated
from the ed John
our "Honor of the Week." Her to provide the district with "acthrough some long-forgotten re- The announCement is made tod- treasurer for five years. He is a Mrs. Maxwell McDade;
snow-white hair and her cherry tive aggressive representation" if Union City High School in May, cords for a little
that
he,
with
his
brother-inday
charter
member
of
the
Young
historical data
Billy Mott Jones and Ann Bowlaw, W. II. Wooten of Covington, Men's Business Club and was assmile brought to us the realiza- elected in-the August 3 Demo- 1932, and attended Murray State this week.
en are captains at the South Fultion that here was a wonderful cratic Primary. He is no stranger College at Murray, Ky., for four
Tenn., have purchased the Little sistant
secretary
of
this
group
ton school:
in Washington, having served years, receiving a B. S: degree.
He found it . . . the first sale Clothing Company from Ira W.
WPM= worth knowing amid lovfor two terms. He has also servJerry Atkins and Tommy Nall
• Little. The sale was made April
ing. Sitting in the bright sun- three and one half years as sec- He tatleit in Hie Elbridge- the coliapany ever rnt.de.
ed as vice Tresidelit and a board are the Fulton high school capOn April 10, 1925 the City Mo- 3.
room of her daughter's home Mrs. retary to former Senator Tom Cloverdale High 'School from
•
member for three terms. He is a tains.
1936 to 1938.
tor Company delivered its frist
Elliott reads the news of the day !Stewart.
Joe, who has been an employee member of the Lion's Club, and
Music teachers who will assist
At the age of 21 he was elected new passenger car to John
adopted the
J. of the store for.27 years, under president of the
with great interest. We know that I Mr. Evprett has
South Fulton with the drive are: Mrs. Steve
member
of
the
County
Court
in
a
C.
Yardmaster,
Travis (former I.
she must think this modern gen- campaign slogan "I want to work
managements, realizes- the Gun and Rod Club. He is serv- Wiley, Mrs. R. S. Matthews, Mrs.
five
believed Obion County, being the young- father of Russell Travis of Fuleration lacks a little of the spunk for you," and said he
ambition of many employees, in ing his third term on the school
and fire of the folks of her day. that the earnest efforts of a wide- est member ever to hold office ton) for the sum of $1030. The some day owning the company to board and was chairman of the Beulah S. Burnette, and Mrs. J.
L. Carter.
a
magistrate
in
the
county.
as
car
was
a
closed
model
sedan
awake
Congressman
in
WashingBut she will never be old. She's
Rationing Board during
they have devoted many Fulton
Out-of-town
captains
a nd
At 22 he was elected Circuit sold without bumpers, spare tire which
as ton is needed to help the district
as young as tomorrow and
service. He went the war. He has given service to workers include:
faithful
years
of
bright is the sun and for her we strike an equitable balance be- Court Clerk. He volunteered for or other equipment, which was to work in the men's store while the Red
Cross and to
every
Mrsp Vivian McClanahan, capthe armed forces in 1942 and ser- considered "extra" at the time.
wish that there will always be tween agriculture and industry.
High worthwhile drive in the city and tain, Palestine,
still a student in Fulton
Cayce, and
91
the
Army for
A '24 Model-T Ford was trad- School, from which he graduated county.
cheer in that sitting room, even
Decrying the fact that so many ved with
Crutchfield and
workers are:
seem dreary of theMstrict's young people are months. He is also past state ed-in on the deal, and brought in 1923. After graduation
though the days
he
He
is
a
member
of
the
Baptist
Mrs. Robert Thompson, Carolyn
sometimes. A kiss on the cheek finding it necessary to go else- president of the Tennessee Jun- the generous allowance of $500.
went to work there full„time and, Church and is inaried to the for- Stokes, Mrs. J. B. Kearby, Mrs.
to you, Mrs. Elliott, and many where for economic .opportuni- ior Chamber of Commerce.
several years of experience mer Margaret Shuck. They have Maurice Honduran and
after
TOM
.(Continued on Faze 6)
many, happy hoprs of full liv- ties, Mr. Everett pointed out that
was Mimed its manager.
two children.
Arrington;
ing near the daughter who loves the solution to the problems is
Joe's first employment was
prominent and
Mr.
Wooten,
a
Clinton,
Mrs.
Seldon Bugg,
you so devotedly.
the proper utilization of the 9th,Robert Whitesell Is
with Jones Clothing Store. Later influential citizen of Covington, captain, and
Mrs. Fred Hurd,.
District's natural resources.
I
it became Jones-Freeman Cloth- Tenn., is married to the former Mrs. Henry Griffin, Mrs. IL N.
What a wonderful feeling it
which was purchased Elizabeth Hall and both are well Weatherford and
Mr. Everett pledged himself to Made Company Officer
Mrs. Edward
A special term ef the Circuit ing Stare,
must be for Nell and C. H. New- give private enterprise in the disMidshipman, First Class Hob- Court will start in Hickman Mon- by Mr. Little and later sold by known here.
Benedict
ton to put up with the antics of trict his full co-operation. He said ert D. Whitesell, USNA, son of
Mr.
Last
year
Ford.
Water Valley, Mrs. Gilson Latday, annbunced Justin Attebery, him to P. C.
their today's youngsters . . . for he recognizes the
dangerous Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell
Little again became owner, purta, captain and
Mrs. Warren
week. The
State
Tax
Experts
Ford.
those two boys and Margaret trends now leading the nation to- of Route 1, Fulton, Ky., has been Ceurt Clerk, this
Mr.
from
chasing the store
Johnson,
make up the handsomest family ward socialism, and declared he !appointed a company officer in court will be in session for -one
commended
recently
was
He
To Help Taxpayers
Hickman, Miss Charlotte AmWeek only and will not convene
the News has seen in many a day. would fight to check this trend. 'the Brigade of Midshipman
of
by. the' Kentucky Chamber
in Fulton.
All field officers of the Ken- berg, captain, Barbara Amber&
We haven't had the pleasure of
tremendous
He said active leadership in ' the Naval Academy, Annapolis,
Commerce for his
Mrs.
Department of Revenue Jessie Lou Goulder, and
No jury is being empaneled.
meeting C. H., but if anybody Washington is needed to
efforts in bringing up-to-date the tucky
help Md.
daily, including Robert Sanger.
will
be
open
apsays those kids look like him, the district's farming and indussurvey.
seven
industrial
hear
city's
will
The Court
Martin, Mrs. Melvin Fitts, Mr.
he must be the beau brummel of trial
interests to fully
An outstanding athelete while Saturdays from 8:00 a. m. to 4:30 and Mrs. James Henson.
utilize
CHOIRS TO BROADCAS ' pearance-ordinary cases and 11
through April 15, Nelson
p.
.m.
followed
the Illinois Central. Seeing him the opportunities offered by
of
eight
Fulton
High
he
has
cases,
at
The 43 members of the Junior appearance-equity
Union City, Charles Dismukes,
or not, we'd say right off hand, cheap TVA power and the abund- Choir and Girls' Chorus of the the latter being divorces, Mr. througtarly th his sports in being Perry, Field Director, announced captain, and Mrs. Willie Belle
in Frankfort.
look like Nell. ant supply of natural gas that is First Baptist
the youngsters
West
referee
in
the
a
football
stated.
Church will
be Attebery
in Mayes. -'
Field officers are located
Any.dissenters?
has
now available,
Kentiesky Conference. He
heard in a special program
of
Other workers include, Mrs. J...
CovBowling
Green,_,
Ashland,
25
years
Mr. Everett also assured the Easter music Saturday
Lankheld
fills
position
for
Franklin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
afterC. Hancock, Mrs. C. H. McDaniel
Countians: voters, in commenting that the noon over WENK, Union City.
Fulton
Note to
ford, Hickman, announce the and for. that time has had the ington, Hazard, Lexington, Louis- and Mrs. C. D. Edwards.
Dogs cannot be enumerated as district has had only one ConThe broadcast is. scheduled for birth of a daughter, Beverly Ann, highest rating of any referee in ville, Owensboro, Paducah and
Somerset.
members of a household, even gressman the past 22 years, that 2:30 p. m.
the conference.
born April 1 at Haws Hospital.
are
though some enumerators
tempted to list them when they
listen to the outstanding characteristics of some of the canine
breeds.
Vyron Mitchell, local newspaper publisher was the princi'By Mary-Nelle Wright
Old time song leaders today see is the fact that the sung books, day singing, the and oldest event ple go early .and stay late. There pal speaker at the regular meetOn To Washington To
It was Palm Sunday at
the signs of a nation-wide revival of using the shaped notes are still in the county, each June at Hat- was no deviation from this prac- ing of the Junior Woman's Club
notes ler's Camp Ground, located at the tice at the singing convention on held
Be Presented Today
Tuesday night. Mr. Mitchell
Welch schoolhouse at Dukedom old songs bursting out all over. in constant use. (Shaped
Welch
mealtime
are those varying in design from crossing between Ruthville and Sunday.,At
chose as his subject :"Our State"
and
perhaps, intentional or'
.not, But in Weakley County there is oval notes, and are often design- Martin.
The highly entertaining skit
both days, and
school served lunch
developed mans reasons ass
"On to Washington" presented the participants of the Weakley no need for a revival as Ira ed to designate the sound of the
The convention consisted of which was a good way to add a
i sales tax.
before members of the Drama County Singing Convention were Pierce of Route 4, Martin, who is note).. The Weakley Countians class singng, quartets, piano solos, little money to the V. T. A. treas- to the great need
He further expla— - the many
be
Department recently, will
their,
presitold
by
exury,
I
was
Songs
Book
Better
the
offering hosannas in the manner president of • the
use
other
speconvention
duets, vocal solos and
benefits to a corn—
of the
general of the
before the
presented
early christians.
leaves no page unturned .when it clusively, which has 138 songs. cial numbers.
At the Sunday dent, J. V. McClain. Indeed there city management
of governmeeting of the Woman's Over a thousand people made comes to keeping alive
club
Singing
County
Wea41ey
exciteThe
was
plenty
of
food
and
featured
the
they
the inmeeting
.ment.
Club, today (Friday).
the event a kind of "homecom- tention of this organization. Mr. coneention, one of several such Friendly Five of Union City, the ment out at Dukedom this weekAt the meeting 11-^ members
The playlet is being presented ing" day for countians, former Pierce is now entering his sec- county groups, is the daddy of
conventions
are
attractCounend.
The
Weakley
Quartet,
Mayfield
elected officers wit 'N's office of
because of the great demand by countians Hying
nearby
and ond term is this capacity and has them all. It was organized by the ty Rangers Quartet, the Sharon ing considerable fame in the mass president not beinr
ri for the
club members who failed to see others from all over west Ken- been a member for the past eight late John 0. Vinson of near RuthI Eagles and the Lamb Trio from singing field. Apparently a re- preterit. Officers et .".-sd were:
it cm its first presentation. Meet- tucky and Tennessee, and as far years.
%rifle and the first singing was Wesley's
Weakley cord namber of group singings
Chapel in
Mrs. Jack Jones. t vice-presiing time is three o'clock.
are making their rounds today dent; Mrs. Clyde Hill, 2nd viceaway as Chicago.
Other officers are Robert Reed at the Baptist Church near Rath- County.
As I walked into that neat lit- of Weakley county whose duty it ville.
Members of the Fulton-Hick- all over the countrii--thui the president; Mrs. W. II. Sewell, refor cording secretary; Miss Winnie
Time Is Short To
tle brick building Sunday I was IS to select the piano players and
were guests. need and the opportunity
Others prominent. in the early man convention
a people to have a semi-annual get- Bowlen, corresponding secrecompletely surrounded by people assist Floyd Summers in select- organization included John Jol- According to C. L. Gardner
Make Party Plans
These people repres- tary; Mise Mary Eon Allen, treaswhom I knew came for just one ing the songs and arranging the ley of near Martin, a Mr. Harris member of the Fulton-Hickman together.
phase
in urer; and Mini Virginia Howard,
was sent an important
convention
make reason—their great love for mu- programs.
Not many days left to
Of Martin, the late Roscoe Wright grsops, their
According to R. tMcNatt who of near Palmersvile and Charley organized at Beelerton in 1905 American religious life to per- scholarship chairman, assisted by
reservations for the annual Jun- sic. It is a great love for music
in- petuate gospel singing.
people is general publicity
chairman, Sandefer of Dresden. 'with Dick Morris,a singing
ior Woman's Club party to be that draws a crowd of
Mrs. Clyde Hill.
On the first Saturday
held next TuesdasOnight, April from such places as far away as these conventions were organized
and
Sandefer, a former viee-preili- structor from Elbridge, Tenn., as
Mrs. Parks Weeks introduced
convention, organizer.
Chicago and St.
Louis, not to 10 this section of the country in dent of the county
Sunday in October let's make a Mrs. Mary Louise Rowlette, who
11. at the club rooms.
(This group is, planning their date to meet at the Old Salem spoke on the eurrentmembership
-Funds received
from , next mention all who
came from .ii 1895. As far as is known, they also promoted the "Fourth-Sunweek's event will to toward pay- radius of perhaps 60 or 70 miles. have been in almost continuous day singing" in Dresden, form- singing this week-end at Hick- church near Martin and join the drive of the Community Concert
Singing Con- Association.
ing for a scholarship to be given
The story of the struggle 'to operation, although there is no erly held each fourthrSunday at man. L. L. Lampkin of Clinton Weakley County
vention as they sing out on such
Weakley
County historical record as to the ac- the Courthouse, until the build- is president.)
to some worthy high schoql stu- perfect the
The group will serve luncheon
Further carrying out the old- selections
as "I
Want to go for the American Legion District
dent.
Convention must have curacy of the statement. Sub- ing burned. This singing is now
Singing
fashioned, and yet very pleasant Home" and "Over in the Glory meeting when it meets here May
Miss Jean
Atkins is general been a'
,tedious task over a period stantiating the early organization held at the school building.
2.
Sandefer also promotes an all- custom on meeting days the peo- Land."
chairman of this year's event.
of years for these, song-lovers. of Weakley County's convention

ROBERT ('FATS') EVERETT ANNOUNCES FOR
CONGRESS; 9TH TENNESSEE DISTRICT

JOE HALL, DEAN OF LAKE STREET, BUYS
CLOTHING STORE FROM IRA W, LITTLE

'ton

SPECIAL TERM OF
COURT ON MONDAY

Songs Bustin' Out All Over Dukedom Last

rice

..!
E.
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el•
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the word appeal means that the battle can be coaducted at only
much
more is
cause itself is appealing. You'd half-speed. So
Nye to give to all of them, or as needed.
another encouraging
Here's
many as you possibly could. But
According to the
there are so very many.--It is un- note, though.
something can't Medical Director of the American
fortunate that
be-done about obtaining Federal Cancer Society, early-rancer is
grants for each of thern
one of the most curable of serious
Cancer; though, is nersdnal to diseases. Yes, the advanced canmany people. My own experience cer is almost impossible to treat
with it came just over a year ago. successfully, so the emphasis is
time I'd ever on early treatment.
It was the first
throws a brilliant
Now, this
known anything about cancer except that a lot of people died of and favorable light on the Kenit.
tucky Cancermobile, one of the
This information was gained in first diagnosing clinicS on wheels
a sort of statistical way when I in the world. The Cancermobile
communities
dozens of
was a city-hall-reporter in a lit- visits
My every year an, through the cotle Southern Indiana city.
choreg on that job included the operation of local physicians, ofstatistics — fers free examinations.
collection of vital
Kentucky, too, was the first to
births and deaths. Carcinoma of
one vital organ or another was set up a cancer-clinic in a menone of the most common causes tal hospital. It's at Central State
hospital at Lakeland and serves
listed.
difference be- other institutions as well.
But, then, the
challenging stateThe most
tween a vital statistic and the
in
death of a member of your own ment issued by the Society
is connection with the 1950 cancer
family through the disease
22,000,that
.
.
crusade is this .
considerable.
who are living
It is encouraging that the ex- 000 Americans
American
npw will die of cancer if the preecutive director of the
Cancer Society reports that the sent mortality rate cannot be cut
means, to
medical research program aimed down. Death, that
at curbing the killer—killing it, roughly one person out of every'
if possible—is on a very broad' seven or eight. There are seven
base, the greatest program ever danger signals of cancer. From
conducted against any single dis- now on until the campaign closes,
over
over and
you'll be told
ease.
Right now, there are nearly again what they are . . you'll
hearing
900 different projects being con- probably get tired of
But,
ducted. But the researchers could about those danger signs.
have used more than the $3,500,- listen and learn and live.
Seven-to-one odds — not too
000 which they received from the
last year. 'This good when a life, your own, is at
cancer society
means, in effect, that the cancer- stake

tIsydings, head of the subcommittee investi-

from George Washington

down, has

ever

granted—free access to the files of the Executive Department.
Mr. McCarthy is asking for the moon, arid
he knows it. His charges are pretty irresnian-

Ertered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

sible. Yet it will not do to dismiss them as
mere politicking (he is not up for re-election
until 1952) or as just a venting of venom upon
the Democrats. • There is sufficient smoke in
the ruinous collapse of our policy in China to
justify Congress in looking for the fire.

FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 1950

Factory Shut- D )wn
Felt During Easter
The urgent need for additional industrial
payrolls in this vicinity can best be shown by
the noticeably slack in

business in

Fulton

stores during the past several weeks. Temporary curtailment of operations at the Henry I.
Siegel Garm'ent factory has meant a loss of
upwards (4475,000 in payrolls to more than
500 employees of this valuable Fulton industry.
The shut-down at the factory is a result of
a seasonal slump in the garment industry, officials of the factory reported. Since no definite dates has been set for calling the employees
back to work, (it will re-open) there is no
foundation to the rumor that the factory is
planning to shut down peramently.
The loss of payrolls has not only been felt
in the usually brisk Easter shopping, but there
is serious financial difficulty developing in
the homes of many of the workers, who are
heads of families. More large scale employment opportunities here would largely prevent these difficulties and moreover tend to
planning to shut down permanently._
When the
head of a family finds the
pocketbook empty, with children to feed, rent
to pay, coal to buy and a thousand other vital
necessities lacking; he is faced with the urgency of finding work here or going where_
there is work. With this situation prevailing
in many homes in Fulton, and with the census
taking now in progress, we fear a possible decrease in the overall Fulton population figure.
That decrease would create dozens of
ramifications, too numerous to mention.
The populution of Fulton has not varied
more than a few hundred in over 36 years. Is
that good?

Tidbits of Kentucky Folklore
CHANGING MANNERS
If a gentleman meets a lady today, what
does he do? Does'he tip his hat, as well-bread
gentlemen in my youth were taught to do?
gentlemen in our day wear hats.
But few
Then what? To save myself from embarrassing gentlemen of other times, I must confess
that I do not know. I wear a hat in bad winunconsciously tip or touch
ter weather and
my hat etTery time I meet a lady, which is
pretty often in a co-educational college like
Western. I have come to feel a little conspicuous in adhering to this old-time custom. A few
days ago I asked a very young lady, a freshman, just what was her attitude toward this
matter of hat-tipping. She urged me to keep
it up; she confessed that she would like to see
the custom revived. And she was in no sense
an old-fashioned lady, either, just an average
college girl, one who probably has never seen
a young man of her own age tip his hat or
even wear one.
It seems that I have lived, like Sir Roger
de Coverley's coat, through several changes
of tyle. Of course, in my earliest days no one
tipping his hat to a lady.
'ever dreamed of
There ,as no lack of respect; it just wasn't
being done in our neck of the woods. Then,
about the- time I was in the gosling age, the
custom barely got into the Fidelity section,
and I learned to doff my hat, even my straw
hat of plowboy days, whenever I met a lady.
I recall the very first time I ever tipped my
hat. Two young women of our neighborhood
love& to ride horseback, on side saddle, of
course. One day as I was riding my mule in
from the field, I saw the two older girls coming cantering down the road on their nags. I
planned to do the impossible: I did it. Within
a few days my mother was told by_these girls
what a very polite young man I was. I felt
amply repaid for my embarrassment, for it
took a lot of courage to break in a new style

Concert Series Is
Community Asset
During this week the Fulton Community
Concert Association is conducting its second
drive for members. Last year approximately
500 memberships were
securedqo bring to
Fulton outstanding artists in the\ field of
music. The efforts expended by many Fulton
.citizens in organizing the association and subsequently bringing the artists to the city has
been tremendously worthwhile.
This year the officers and members of the
organization are seeking a repeat performance
with a goal of 609 members and four artists in
the series for the coming season.
From experience we can say that nowhere in the United States can such quality
of musical culture be secured for 'ozi little. Any
one performance in neighboring metropolitan
areas would cost almost the same as the entire
membership of the local seri,2s.
When you are approached this week for a
renewal, or even the purchase of a new membership, do so with the same enthusiasm that
the workers have in asking you.
There can be an untold amount of satisfaction in helping to put our fine little city in
the category with neighboring ones in staging
our own musical show.

boys of any age, at lea5t, though some of
the fellows who owned rubber-tired buggies
may have tippcd theil hats a few time before
this. 'Anyway, that started it for me, and I
find it hard to break with this quaint old custom.
All through my own young manhood hattipping was just the thing. Not to have followed it would have branded one as very rude or
rural. It was easy to tip a derby, for instance.
Derby brims were just made for that sort of
hold
necessary to lift the hat gently
and
gracefully. I was never quite sure how to tip
my soft hats, whether la:. the brim or by the
crease in the top. Either procedure soon left
Its marks on a new hat, but What was a hat
for, anyway.
And then came hatlessness. How can a
flow tip a hat that he does not have?
I
know dOzens of young men from twenty to
thirty-five who have never owned a dress-up
hat. They may have had a rain hat or a sport
cap to wear to football games or a cloth cap to
wear when playing .ball on a sandlot, but no
fane'y name hats. If you are bareheaded, anyway, how muchrThore humble can you be? You
might salute like a returned soldier, but that
soon becomes rather stale. Probably leaving
off this custom is best; a warm "Hi" may be
even better, particularly when
hundreds of ladies every day.

you

meet

Old gentlemen in the Fidelity area still

Maybe There's Truth
-In McCarthy Charges
There are elements of the fantastic in the
a
furor that Senator Joseph R. McCarthy (R.,
Wis.) has stirred up by his charges df Communist infiltration int) the State Department.
Secretary of State Acheson, while the charges
are still in the headlines, takes the opportunity to make two major pronouncements toughening and stiffening the American line in the
cold war. Evidently the Commies have not Yet
got to Mr. Acheson.
An all-out
attack on the
Democratic
handli of our foreign policy is staged by the
junior `lenator from
Wisconsin, whip the
chiefs of the Republican.Party maintain an
aloof silence. Senator McCarthy berates Sena-

clung to the custom of wearing their hats on
into church, removing them just as they sat
down. There was nothing irreverent or disrespectful about this; it was merely what they
had been taught. Young fellows, like me,
thought this was pretty tacky and always rewhen
entering
the
moved our hats just
chin-eh door. If the old-timers noticed this,
they did not say anything about it. They may
have thought it was a silly new style introduced by some upstart who had ridden on a
train or had eaten at a hotel.
Just when is a man a gentleman—hatless,
hat in hand; or hat on
head? I have lived
through three eras' of hats and do not know
yet. Still I like to want to,tip my hat, whether
I actually do or not, just as I find it hard to
sit on a train or bus and let a woman stand.
I suppose that this is old-fashioned, but I am
rio spring chicken. ,
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From The Files:

Toeuting Bach lite

eh3c4

RUGGED
...you bet...that's the

April 10, 1925:
The new I. C. Edgewood cutoff
forms of a real
is taking the
fills
with cuts and
roadbed,
rapidly being completed along
the right-of-way.
Many of the law violators fined
a total of $661 this past month
had to work out their fines, so
Drysdale took 11
Police Chief
jail birds at a time down to Harris Fork creek and a much-needed cleanout has resulted.
Shall Fulton have a hospital?
the.
That is the question before
today,
Chamber of Commerce
and a conurtteee reports very
in
"promising" ilocouragement
its efforts to secure it.
the
The Community store of
Won-Ian's club opened last -Monday, has proved a success. Stock
being sold includes gents shirts,
Ves, sox, children's clothing, womaul's apparel, kitchen nn,a3as.
silk hosiery, jellies, etc. Funds
wi'l be used to build a community home for the _Club.
The local general committee of
the Boy Scouts of America met
this week and re-elected old offiBrowder,
cers. These are Joe
President; J. E. Fall, vice-president; Dr. N. W. Hughes, SecreMorris Howell,
tary-treasurer.
recently appointed to the examcommittee, was the first
ining
Fulton boy to reach the Eagle
scout class.
Elizabeth, pretty little daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Shankle,
has been quite ill this week . . .
Mrs. M. L. Short is recovering
her health and is now at home ...
W. H. Cox, I. C. track supervisor, has returned from the Paducah hospital.
Mrs. D. A. Kinney has sold her
home on Eddings street to T. T.
Boaz, the popular groceryman.
The folowing
officers
have
been installed by the Elks for
the year 1925; R. A. Stilley, exalted ruler; T. J. Grigg, esteemed leading knight; W. W. Claypool, esteemed loyal knight; J. E.
Boone, Jr., Esteemed Lecturing
Knight; P. M. Newhouse, Secretary, H. H. Murphy, treasurer, H.
Ed Wade, Tiler; R. M. Walch, inner Guard.
Rev. 0. J. Sowell, Pastor of the
First Christian Church, has tendered his resignation,
effective
May 4.

white leghorns:
Single Comb
first hatch off April 6. $10 per
109. Cleo Latta, Route 4, Fulton.
telephone Crutchfield exchange.
By voting for the issuance of
5200,000 of road bonds, Hickman
County has closed the gap between North and South in Kentucky on hard-surfaced . roads.
The bonds will be partially applied to a new Federal-aid highFulton
way conneet'ng
with
project
near Enon
County's
Oounty's
church and
Carlisle
hard road on the North.
April 11, 1930:
Mrs. M. F. Powell, lt'rs. L. C.
Boaz and Mrs. W. B Janes suffered injuries Wednesday morning when the-car in which they
were riding with L. C. BOPZ turned over near Union City.
Services for Mrs. Cecil Burnette were conducted .last Saturday at raion Church by Revs. A.
D. and W. D. Rudolph of Paducah. Mrs. Burnette suffered an
untimely death
April 2 when
she stumbled over a disc harrow
at her home and was fatally injured.
Mrs. Jake Huddleston was presented the
gavel as incoming
president of the Fulton Woman's
Club last Friday, and the
program. given by the Junior Music
Club
included the
following:
Jane Grymes, Susye Fall, Ruth
Nall, Sara Owen, Julia Frances
Beadles, Rachel Fledge, Martha
Norman Lowe, Dorothy Williams,
Virginia
Meacham and
Ruby
Boyd Alexander.
With the correspondents:
Austin Springs:
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Dublin, a little miss named Edna Earl . . . Mrs. George Moore
has been in failing health for
several months, and now she has
all her teeth extracted . . . Roy
Vincent has begun to build
a
hennery on his farm . . . John
Lintz has shingle timber cut to
recover a tobacco
barn on the
Burnet Lintz farm.
Fulton Route 5:
Gertrude Moroe's school closed
Friday; Miss Alyua
Thacker's
school at Ridgeway closed Friday, she, the children and their
parents had a
Weiner roast at
Mt. Moriah churchyard . . Mr.
and Mrs. T. D. Butts came
in
from Detroit last Friday;
they
report Detroit dead and getting
deader.

Dick Oberlin:

Neillat's
April 1st has come to mean a
lot of things. heatn.v. sior.ng, the
nearness of the basenall season,
showers, Nathe beginning of
tional Leave Us Alone Week and,
of course, April 1st itself, AllFools-Day.
added
This year it
had an
meaning. It was the kick-offday for the annual campaign to
raise funds for the medical bat,.

fle to control cancer—the killer,
cancer—the vicious disease which
strikes
stealthily, in the dark,
without apparent cause—which
can dig fatal fingers deep into
the vital organs of its victim before its presence
even is suspected.
There are a good many worthy
causes, medical fights, which appeal for money. And, in this case,

ATLAS LUG GRIP
TRACTOR TIRE!
• Wide, deep fiat tread gives
more traction ...greater
draw-bar pull!
• Self-cleaning tread means no
corners for mud to stick in
always grips ground surface!
• No danger of lugs giving under
the stress of tough going.
ibrmly anchored by center
to dig in!
• Reinforced cushion under
tr:cals diet rikites shocks evenly I
ei La•ex-soaised cord inqures
yea'-s of i 'al service!
See th, Al s Lug Grip"...
at the 4.t!a, s10!

fe

••

sista'a

01.4.•

ATLAS
TIRES • BAT-TERIES • ACCESSORIES

E. J. McCOLLUM
—AGENT—
STANDARD OIL BULK PLANT
PHONE 41
FULTON

Particular People
prefer
I ARISIAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
IN THE
"COKE" CROWD!
Who says teen-agers don't care
how they look?
Really smart
girls kno v they must look neat
and clean to rate another glance.
To keept that daisy-fresh look,
send us your sweaters, skirts,
dresses.
-
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FOR PICK UP
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Friday, April 7, 1950
MISS PAT DAVID
ENTERTAINED WITH
LUNCHEON FRIDAY

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

A delectabl ethree course luncheon was served at prettily appointed card tables centered with
a lighted white taper in a star
holder with
crystal
shaped
streamers of white ribbon runn.
ing from the candle to the ministure wedding bell favors. Bridal
place cards marked each plate.
The honoree Was given a set of
pepper
sterling silver salt and
shakers.
Miss David wore a grey spring
suit with black accessories and a
carnations, a
corsage of white
gift of the hostesses.
The guests were Mesdames, I".
E. Mischke of Paducah, George
Moore, Ernest Cardwell, Frank
Alex
Brady, Milton Calliham,
Leneave, Howard Strange, C. E.
Weaks, Gilson
Hawkins, Louis
Latta, John Daniel, Ernest Jenkins, T. J. Kramer, Jr., and the
honoree.

er and party
Friday evening,
March 31 given by Mrs. T. J.
Kramer, Sr., Mrs. Lawson Roper
and Mrs. W. L.
Carter at the
Miss Pat David, bride-elect of
home of Mrs. Kramer on Second
Bennett
Wheeler, was compliStreet.
mente4 with another lovely preArrangements of spring flownuptial party Friday, March 31,
ers added a spring-like note to
the home.
when
Mesdames
Howard EdThe
honoree
wore a pretty
wards, Homer Wilson and D. C.
trousseau model of navy blue tafThacker were gracious hostesses
feta and a corsage of red carnato a one o'clock luncheon at the
tions, a gift of the hostesses.
home of Mrs. Edwards on Pearl
Contests were
enjoyed with
street.
Mrs. Alex Leneave and Miss Jean
Bouquets of jonquils, hyacinths
Atkins winnin prizes.
and other spring flowers added a
beauty note to the living room.
The
attractively
wrapped
packages of lovely linens were
arranged in a decorated
wagon
and was presented the honoree
by Miss Rita Kramer.
Dr. H.W.Connaughton
A lovely salad plate was servVeterinary Service
ed to the guests; Miss Grisham,
Mrs. E. C. Grisham, Mrs. J. H.
Phone 807-R
Patterson, Jr., Mrs. R. M. Lynch,
or Call 70
Mrs. Charles Payne,
Mrs. Joe
BETTYE JANE GRISHAM
Bennett, Jr., Mrs. Carl Hastings,
Graduate Veterinarian
COMPLIMENTED WITH
Mrs. E. J. McCollum, Mrs. Fred
LINEN SHOWER FRIDAY
Patton, Mrs. R. L. Lynch, Mrs.
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.
Miss Bettye
Jane
Grisham, Robert Batts, Mrs. Joe Johnston,
bride-elect of Bobby Lynch, was Mrs. Alex Leneave, Mrs. Lynn
Taylor, Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr.,
complimented with a linen show Mrs. R. T. Taylor, Mrs. A.
D.
Shupe, Mrs. C. Lk Maddox, Mrs.
H. N. Strong, Mrs. George James,
Mrs. Olene
McDaniel,
Misses
Good Food
Atkins, Ann Godfrey, Rita Kramer.
Good Service
Those sending gifts but unable
to attend were: Mrs. M. L. McGood Prices
Dade, Mrs. McMahon of Martin,
Mrs. Willis Wilson of Mayfield,
Try Our Daily Dinner
Mrs. Egbert Williams, Mrs. R. E.
and Luncheon Specials.
Lynch, Mrs. Eugene Lynch and
Miss Marilyn Lynch of Memphis.
East State l.ine at Stoplight

RUSHTON'S CAFE

HUGH RUSHTON

-nrimitarairaiimmetmearommemmorii9

MAGAZINE CLUB
MEETS THURSDAY
WITH MRS. WHITE

Mrs. J. D. White was hostess
to the Magazine Club Thursday,
March 30, at her home on Edd'rigs street.
408 Eddings Street
Seven members and .three
visitors, Mrs.. W. R. Cate of St.
Ann Whitnel
Ralph Preeden
Mrs. L. 0. Bradford and
Apprentice Funeral Director
Licensed Funeral Director
4 Louis,
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe were
preP.('. Jones,
sent.
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.
A lovely luncheon was served
appointed
from the beautifully
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
dining table centered uhth
an
attractive arrangement of spring
flowers.
After the lucheon the regular
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member at:
§ monthly meeting was held, preKentucky Funeral Directors' Ballad Amorristloa, bro.
Schoe.
sided over by Mrs. Sue
reports
magazine
"ilmintlailaillIMUIMIUM1bw Interesting
were given by Mrs. Daisy.Terry
and Mrs. E. M. Jenkins.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

PHONE 88

Fulton Route Three

oat(
MILK CO.

c,radc.
PASTEURIZED
HOrlOCENIZED,

'Er glowing health
And long endurance
Mill is your very
best insurance.

PURE MILK CO.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 81 JJ

Mrs. C. E. Williams
Those that were on the sick
list last week with flu were: Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Henderson, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Williams, Robert Irvan, Bettie Ridgeway, Sue
Stephens and Frank Parrish.
Williams visited
Mrs. Bettie
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Irvan and
sons of Fulton visited Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Irvan Sunday and all
drove to Reelfoot Lake.
Several from our part of the
the fine
attended
community
singing at Welch Sunday. There
were some fine singers there.
Mrs. Howard Stephens is real
her 200
days with
busy these
baby chicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Hassell Croft of
weekend
Alton, Ill., spent the
with Mrs. Minnie Croft.
Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel
Mrs. Charlie
visited Mr. and
Stewart Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cannon of
Nashville spent part- of last week
with Mr. and Mrs. Adair Can-

NNW&

ORDER EARLY!

Page Three —
Mrs. W. L.
street.

Congratulations In Order!

Joyner on

Walnut Mr. and Mrs. David
Sundwick
at4,daughter, Marda, attended
. Roy
Pickering of
Memphis the eon:triunity concert in Mayspent the weekend with his moth- field Monday night.
er, Mrs. R. E. Pickering on EddMr. and Mrs. Clifton Hamlett
.1ings Street.
of Jackson, Tenn., attended the
Mrs. Margaret Thayer of De- Cub Scout Minstrel in
Fulton
troit is the guest of her daughter, Friday.
Mrs. M. T. Callihan' and family
Bennett was the
Miss Diane
on Green Street.
weekend guest of Miss Miriam
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens, Watt in Union City.

Look For The

RED MARK
On Our Price Tags! It means special Bargain Prices!

I

FOR THE
EASTER SPECIALS CHILDREN:
BASKETS,EGGS,RABBITS,CHICKS

Percolator 59c
S
plo.uV
r-aclu
uep

Sise. only
Congratulations were in order for Vice-President Alben W.
Earklev and for live-year old Eugene McAlister, Louisville, when
Eugene sold the Easter Seals to the Veep for the second consecutive year at the time of Mr. Barkley's Kentucky visit on March
11th.' Eugene, left, congratulated Mr. Barkley on his -vedding
and the Veep congratulated Eugene on discarding his crutches.
Seconding Eugene's sales talk is James Lawrence Mays, 7, also
id Louisville. Both are under treatment provided through Easter
Seal sales. Kentucky's Easter Seal Campaign started Saturday
and continues through Easter Sunday, April 9th.

I. Value,

3-'
rninum,
with cover

Miss Marian Maxfield will arnon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of rive this week to spend Easter
Memphis spent the weekend with with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams.
j C. Maxfield on Third street.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann
1 Captain and Mrs. James NanMrs.
Herand son and Mr. and
fishing ; ney and sons, Tommy and Sandy,
were out
bert Butler
I of Washington, D. C., are
the
agairr,Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Foster and 'guests of his parents, Mr. and
it. E. Sanford and Mr. and
Foster spent
Mr. and Mrs. Ab
Saturday night with their sister, Mrs. Shelton Hart.
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann.
Wade Joyner of
Macon, Ga.,
Mrs. Harold Hopkins and little spent Thursday with his mother,
son, Ricky, spent the weekend
MEM
,
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
and Larry visited Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Williams awhile Thursday night.
Bettie Ridgeway, Sue Stephens
and Kara Williams attended the
show in Fulton Wednesday.
Henson Jones and Tolbert Hinley had the mu.mps last week.

USED PARTS
USED CARS

General Motor and
Body Repair Work

PERSONALS
Roper
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A.
and son, Robert Whitesell, Mrs.
R. S. Matthews, Mrs. Omar Smith
and Mrs. Abner Roper spent Sunday, April 2 in St. Louis with Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Roper and infant daughter, Donna Jo.

Sauce Prn so vkoue:59c
Kettle
59c
35c
Towels
FACE
2for 15
CLOTHS
25c
Panties
BABY
10c
PANTS
50e Value

T—RKISH
BATH SIZE

TURKISH

39c & 49c Values

LADIES RAYON,
SPECIAL!

25c VALUE,'
RUBBER

Look Thru Our Store For Rod-Mark Specials!

BALDRIDGE'S

WILSON'S GARAGE
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
PHONES: 1655, 1528

'5-10-25c STORE

Paul Stone, a student of PhilUniversity, Oklahoma, is
lips
spending his Easter vacation with —
his parents, Rev. and Mrs. Perry
L. Stone.

Fu4to.n

is
Miss Barbara Homra, who
attending Lindenwood College in
arrived
St. Charles, Mo., has
home to spend her vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Homra on Norman street.
Mrs. William B. Stokes left
Sunday for Springfield, Ill., to
spend a week with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamilton
and son, Joe, of Memphis spent
mother,
the weekend with her
Cedar
Mrs. E. G. Maddox on
I street.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McGee of
Vicksburg, Miss., have returned
home after a visit with her father, Joe Bennett, Sr., and other
relatives.

ADJUSTABLE LAMP

HOLIDAY JOY!

•..A GIFT FOR

mo NEED 7V WORRY
480Ur THOSE 8aL5
R//ANDY LORA/
WILL CURE YOUR ILLS

For gift-giving, honTe or church decorration, the spirit of the season suggests
See our

FOR $1.00

15c Value

EASTER

Easter Lilies!

3

Loans made In all
turrounding towns
In
Counties
and
any amount up to
POO on Furniture.
Automobile, LiveComaker,
stock,
Signature.

collection of

large, paper-white blossoms, beautifully potted, gailY ribboned!

ALL-WHITE OVEN
Porcelain-enameled
and brightly lighted,
its smooth all-white
lining has rounded
corners, snap-out rack
guides for easy cleaning.

Cook "By The Clock"

• POTTED PLANTS
• CORSAGES
• CUT FLOWERS

SUPER WARMER
Foods and dishes are
kept , warm with controlled fast heat in this
roomy drawer with
handy sliding shelf.

GIFTS for
All Occasions

KILLEBREW'S

lueOly loicatce

FLOWERS AND GIFTS

1111C011P011A1t0
Flowers By Wire

Telephone 53
As

NOM. 1232
Tiolton's FRIENDLY Loan Service

NI Walnut Street

Only Perfection has a
lamp that you can slide
UP or down to light the
entire cooking top.

While You Relax or Shop

MULTI-USE

Just place your meal in the oven, set
the electric clock-timer and the thermostat, as,.. you are free from tiresome
oven watching and waiting. Perfection's automatic cooking !gives you
free time to relax, shop or visit. You
are assured that a perfect meal will be
ready "on time" all automatically.

6-qt.size,complete with
pudding pan, fry basket and rack, enables
you to cook an entire
• meal at one time;raises
its own basting unit
without hooks or'ongt
for surface cook;

COOKER

$2995° EASY TERMS

Bennett Electric
217 Main Street

FULTON

P..

S
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: ENJOYS POT LUCK
MONDAY EVENING

Adventure

The Woman's Page

! April 13 at 330 p. m. sponsored!
by the DrarnskDepartment.
Mrs. Athey 6 an accomplished
reviewer and spent the month of
January in New York studying _ Jennings Kearby, up-anc1-com
and seeing all the current plays. ing young Fulton atterne
was
of named secretary of the Younger
She will present an hour
dramatize
one
• reviews and will
Lawyers' Conference now meetof the plays.
log in Louisville in conjunction
This review is open to the pu- with the annual convention of
blic and there will be a small fee. the Kentucky State Bar Associoceeds will go for new drapes ation.
for the club home.

'The Guild of the First Chrischurch
_Ian Church met at the
PHONE 926
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
, Monday evening at six thirty for
agamastaitaliminiaamaiialMMMMM701111107MPP20711MAT9o7SAMIMISM70
program was.1 a pot limit supper with Mrs. F. D.
The following
PALESTINE WSCS
ENJOYS MEETING
presented. Mrs. Lon Brown gave, Phillips and Miss Elizabeth Witty
MONDAY, APRIL 3
the hostesses.
"Youth and the Needs of
six
Seventeen members and
The Woman's Society of Chris- World." Mrs. Lewis Thompson, visitors were present. The visitPalestine "History of Scassitt
Service of the
tian
McCollum,
ors weie: Mrs. E. J.
Cgurch met at the home of Mrs. "National Colleges' History" by Mrs. Edward Benedict, Jr., Mrs.
Hivey Pewitt Monday, April 3
MRS. FRANKLIN
Mrs. Richard Mobley after which Charles Robert Bennett, Mrs.
at two p. m.
Margaret
COMPLIMENTS
to Paris and little Miss
group sang "A Change
the
president
,an" Mrs. Roy Bard,
completed Poe.
BRIDGE CLUB
nounced the topic, "Jesus, the Keep I Have" which
supper
Following a delicious
Foundation," after the program.
Great Rock
Mrs. T. M. Franklin was graMrs.
Ray
program
leader,
the
After the business session Mrs.
which "Jesus Calls Us" was sung
cious hostess to her Tuesday afHunter, presented an interesting
the
presented
Nugent
Bertha
devotional
was
w. The
by the
ternoon toidge club at her home
Joyner
program. Mrs. Moore
corklatIM1E.the president who lesson on Women of the Scrip- gave the devotional followeid by
on Third street.
tures.
Matthew
scripture,
for
the
read
Pretty Patsy Campbell a heard
colorful
Arrangements
of
guest
The hostess servereiv delicious prayer after which the
chapter, eighteen
the fourth
speaker, Mrs. E. J. McCollum, In the role of Jennifer Swan "41- epring flowers added a springthrough twenty two verses and sandwich plate to twelve mem- was introduced. Mrs. McCollum the weekday drama, "Front rag • like note to the home.
Farrell" over WLW-NBC at 5:45
continued the worship service in bers.
One guest, Mrs. Ann Whitnel,
,
reviewed the book, "The Glimp
o.m., EST.
followed with
program
the
was included in the two tablez
Smith
which
was
le,"
by
Roy
L.
BRIDE-ELECT
POPULAR
Prayer.
of members. Mrs. Abe Jolley' Was
most impressive and was enjoyENTERTAINED WITH
MISS BETTYE GRISHAM
high scorer for the afternoon.
ed by all present.
FORMAL TEA TUESDAY
Following the tames light reFollowing
the program, a FETED WITH MORNING
The beautiful home of Mrs. T. lengthly business session
freshments were served.
was COFFEE ON APRIL 5
J. Kramer, Jr., in the Country held, presided over by Mrs. J. A.
Members playing Were
MesGrisham,
Miss Bettye Jane
a Poe. Plans were discussed for the who will be married to
Club Court was the scene .of
Bobby dames, Jolley, J. C. Scruggs, L.
lovely formal tea Tuesday after- Guild to sponsor a Daily Vara- Lynch April 10, was compliment- 0. Bradford, Clanton Meacham,
noon from three to five when the bon Bible School.
ed, with a lovely coffee Wednes- Herbert Carr, Gus Bard and J. E.
Woman's
Society of Christian
Hostesses for the May meeting daymorning g
to5, Mesdames Fall.
Service of the First
Methodist will be Mrs. kr---t- Bushart and Hendon
Wright, Mace McDade
Church complimented Miss Pat Mrs. Wallace 'Shankle, Jr.
and Horton Brd
ai athe
t
home Of MRS. LENEAVE
David, bride-elect of
Bennett
ENTERTAINS
,"
Mrs. Wright on Park Avenue.
Wheeler..
MISSIONARY SOCIETY
The house was artistically dec- BRIDGE CLUB
The house
was
beautifully ENJOYS MEE1ING WITH
orated throughout with arrangeMrs. Alex Leneave entertained
decorated throughout with
ar- OIRS. CRADDOCK MONDAY
ments of spring flowers.
the
members of the
Tuesday
rangements of spring: flowers.
e beautifully appointed re- night bridge club and one guest,
The Missionary Society of the
The honoree wore a beautiful
freshment table hell a beautiful Mrs. James Warren, at her home
a First Christian Church met Monblack
taffetta formal and
on Cleveland Avenue.
day
afternoon at 2:30 in
the '
corsage of talisman roses.
jonquils and other spring flo*ONLY
Games of contract were
enby home fo Mrs. W. R. Craddock in
The guests were greeted
ers
in
a
blue
epergne
flanked
joyed during the evening.
At
nine
Miss Water Valley, Ky., with
Mrs. Grady
Varden and
glowing candles
•
the close of the games Mrs. Paul
Rita Kramer. Miss David, Mrs.!members present.
Miss Grisham wore a two-piece Boyd was awarded high
score
The
president, Mrs. H.
B.
T. J. Kramer, Jr., and Mrs. Howspring rndel of blue
printed prize.
ss
ard Edwards formed the receiv- I Murphy was absent due to illness
crepe and a corsage of dutch iris,
The hostess
served a lovely
and Mrs. Ira Little, vice presiing line.
t
a gift of the hostesses. She was dessert plate to Mesdames, WarThe beautifully appointed tea I dent, presided and also conducted also
given a gift of silver in her .ren, Boyd, Robert Burrow, John
table overlaid with a lace cloth ! the lesson study. She was assist- chosen
pattern.
.
DanielS, Frank Wiggins, Charles
was centered with a lovely ar- ed by Mrs. W. I. Pickering and '
The guest list
included the Rice. H. H. Bugg and Grady Varrangement of white snapdragons Mrs. R. C. Pickering.
honoree, Mrs. E. C.
Grisham, den
The quiz hidden answers from [
in a silver bowl flanked by white
[Mrs. R. L. Taylor, Mrs. Smith AtMrs.
tapers in silver holders. with May_World Call was held by
kits, Mrs: Raymond Lyng"), Mrs.
tea service at the end. Mrs. C. E. Little. The devotional was givFred Patton, Mrs. T. J. Kramer,
Hawkins poured and Mrs. Milton : en by Mrs. Perry L. Stone taken [ Sr., Mrs.
mi Clyde Williams, Sr.,
Calliham, Mrs. Morgan Omar Ilrom Luke,- twelve, twenty-twoMr
CarrHastings, Mrs. L. 0.
and Mrs. Edward
Benedict, Jr., through thirty four verses and Bradford, Mrs, Clanton Meechserved.
she also led 'in prayer.
[ am, Mrs. W. L. Carter, Mrs. H.
Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs. Fred
Plans for,a district meeting to
N. Strong and Misse's Ann GodGibson, Mrs. Dick Bard, Mrs. T. be held June 22 were made. Also ' frey,
Jean Atkins and Andy De11W VE181011 DIALA/AATI(
J. Kramer. Sr., and Mrs. Lynn pre-Easter service Friday, Apr:1
*sow
Myer.
vas
Taylor assisted in entertaining. I 7 at two thirty at the churci..
,
The guest list included
•S. MRS. MARCIA ATHEY
1.11 it aarriere!
1
the I Mrs. JessNichols and
members of the Woman's Stigyi I Jake Huddleston wen, Lppointed TO PRESENT
REVIEWS
of Christian Service and i
' as a nominating committee to seOF PLAYS APRIL 13
guests.
lect officers for the new year.
During the social
hour
the
Mrs. Marcia Richardson Athey
LYNNE HOLLOWAY
hostess assisted by Mrs. B. G.'of Paducah will present several
Eiew Bendix Dialamatic
HONORED WITH
Huff served delicious
refresh- reviews of current plays at the
washes, rinses, dampBIRTHDAY PARTY
ments.
Fulton Wornain's Club Thursday
dial
drys—itost set the
Little Miss 'Lynne
Holloway
A DOTTY SCOOP!!
• Hanstswerter tough water
was honoted'dh her fourth birthday Thurgday with a party given
• Undertow bash:rig— tloatalway
flushaway straining Darnp.drylng!
by her mother, Mrs. Wilburn
Holloway at their home on Edd• Agitator washing 'n the *glazing
ings street
Wondertub
Games and contests were en• NO Wanger, no sp.ruxtr. no vlbrAtICAO
joyed during the afternoon with
—aad no bolting down'
Martha DeMyer, Betty Bennett
• Frits anywhere in home, duplei or
and Jill Edwards winning prizes.
aearnInent
Late in the afternoon ice cream
• Low down payment-- easy terms!
and cake were served at the
• Wonderful, guarantee,' toe) yeses 62
prettily
appointed dining table
among
centered with a pretty birthday
cake with four glowing candles.
411aces were marked with favors
•
of Raster baskets of candy and
balloons.
Mrs. Holloway Was assisted in
serving by Jesse Holloway, Bobby
Dunn, Nancy and Jim Bushart.
The guest list included: Billy
Royal, Terry Thomas, Betty Bennett, Carol,Dunn, Jim Edwards,
Mary and Martha DeMyer, Nancy
BENT ELECTRIC and
Jim Bushart, Bobby Dunn,
217 Main St.
Phone 201 Jene Holloway and the honoree.

JENNINGS KEARBY
GETS STATE HONOR

rPr

ithq

4a514

Also:

U.S.

That
Good
SWIFT'S
FEED

Pullorum
Passed

* SWIFI"S EGG MASH
* SWIFT'S CHICK STARTER MASH

SWIFT'S HATCHERY
411 Eaht State Line

Fulton

Si

A RANGE LIKE THIS
AT A $60 SAVING!

BEAUTIFUL 1950 DE LUXE

WITH 2-WAY
AUTOMATIC
CONTROLS

Timed For
Smart Easter
Buying!

THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY ONLY!

Fine worsted gabardin-s —
Woolen sharkskin. — from
better nationally known makers. Our New York office
bought us 75 at gree'y Ore.
dared prices—We pass C--n
on at smart sa"Ings:

FREE!
With purchase of $4.00
or more during these 3
Days,

-Staa
e0
,0
4
als

UNE SET TO A CUSTOMER

-YOU GET ALL THIS

;•
Were

$49.95, $45.00,

and $39.95
See these quick—they won't
last! Small and Inswe s'7es.

Vie

COME EARLY! THE SALE
MAY NEVER RE REPEATED!
1
...14 Th. *Imply is inalle..aTwo hardy,
th.ay Goadnal. •Noll eempleale 1•110111111.1.1 .41
Mated
K... Yews Reh Illeed•y

Bhp sea rid. F.ed, eddy

Hardy
.. 20c
kledenislit
.. 15c
Muria
.. 1.8c
Cram Plash. .
10c
Total Value

DOTTY

g UM,

JACKSON DRUG STORE •
110 Paschall Street
Phone 40-370
W. E. Jackson, Owner ,
-gsigger,

Ths

ELECTRIC
RANGE

NORGE

I .ever before
roam(
tie luxe
teatures
at such an
amazingly
low price!

What
do whe
Why,
sure.
And
invecti,
mother
brothei
statisth
Mon(
was th[

NOW AVAILABLE EACH WEEK

XefieltV4

SEE THE NEW HENDIX
PIALAMATIC-TODArt

Rim
17

Swift's Baby Chicks

NEW
WORKLESS
WASHER

16995

Robert C. H9bson ,of'Louisville
was chosen president and Francis P. Burke, Covington, vicepresident.
Redwine of WinMarcus C.
chester, who will become president of the Bar Association at
conclusion of its
annual
the
meeting, asked the
cooperation
of the young lawyers in a public
arranged by
relations program
the senior 'organization.

Fri

r,liwsEattleltratalealla
01.11••••

111111111111111114

WI

1
31.11
Did 1
hie

WE

WhE

‘
1
1).
MODEL PE-25

CONTROLS—Famed
AUTOMATIC
appliance outhandy
-WAY
oven and
•2
at desired
automatically
heat
blended
off
and
on
let turn
EXTERIOR
ENAMEL
setting.
PORCELAIN
gives whiter,
longer;
TITANIUM
• —Resists chippiog;lasts
appearance.
PORCELAIN
brighter
-WIDTH
includes electric
ATTRACTIVE FULL
•LAMP—Has two lights;controls automatic
outlet.
timer which
clock with oven and appliance
DRAWERS—Here's plenty
operation of
frequently
UTENSIL
for most
•3 BIG
storage space
extra
of
utensils.
-speed
FEATURES-7
used kitchen
FAMOUS
-way "Char4
units,
OTHER
•"tailored-heat" surface Cooker,genuine glass
backrail,
Coil"broiler,deep well
one-piece top and
advantages.
insulation,
other
many
fiber
base,
cove recesird

The

A $259195 VALUE

$

04
95

9

(As AO.)

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Buy On
EASY CREDIT TERMS

MADE FURNITURE CO.
319 Walnut Street

Kentucky

SEE OUR BLOUSES—PURSES—GLOVES

SEE
SEE OUlz. WINDOWS

NORGE

BEFORE

YOU

BUY

Ck

April 7, 1950
svjlle
FranviceWinpresiion at
mime,
.ration
public
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1Pom-
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What Does the Census- Taker Do When it Rains

Browder and other 'friends.
Mrs. .1. s.. Hutcherson is attending tile - bedside of her brother, Morton Williams, who in. patient in the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis.

(By Jo Wesiphellng)
April shcoweni came down in visibility, but poor, but I reluctApril 3
earnest ... no, in torrents. It was antly descended . . . ,into the
Rural,Census District 33-5
the kind of day ,made for card only remaining mud-t sls on. the decided to feature, one by one, Holt on College street.
17th !Decennial Census
Mr. and Mrs. James
Cullum I
playing and the sewing circle, but road. It was there that the only the students elected in the popularity poll. Last Tuesday it was and son, Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. J.
1959, A. D.
not so with the census-taker.
rose-tinted hue of the day showthe
cleverest
boy.
Today
it
was
H. Flake of Jackson, Tenr*, Mr.
Not that the work ain't pleas- ed throukh the rain, I found the
What does a rural census taker
ant and all that, what with meet- blush that engulfed me over- the- cleverest girl; namely Katie and Mrs. Myron Weaver of Atdo'when it rains.
Lowe.
Katie
is
active
in
SHS
and
lanta, Ga., Mr. and Mrs. J.
R. Why, they just let it rain, for ing so many nice folks, but does whelming When I noted that the
is the best poet ansl one of the Brazzell-of Clinton were
Sunday '
it have to rain se hard, and do the rough contact with the
sure. gravel best actresses to corde out
of
SHS
Health officials announced toguests of their mother, - Mrs.
broke loose the supporters that
And that ain't all. They hurl roads have to be so bad.
in many a moon.
day.that the 1950 DDT spray proPearl Weaver and Eleanor.
instance.
invectives at Uncle Sam, at'your
For
With the on- held up my poor, battered and
Katie
gram will begin in Fulton Cot 1is president of the ThesMrs Grady Varden, Mrs. John
mother, your
sister, and your again-off-again downpours, and rain-soaked stockings.
pians, literary editor of the Cal- Daniel and Mrs. Paul Boaz spent
ty on April
11th, ;f
10th or
brother, but
they don't leave my energetic fellow workers irAnd let me tell yotiit
ain't dron, plays in theband,
weather conditions permit. TI s
is in the Monday afternoon in Paris, Tenn.
statistics alone. -tent on seeing their duty and do- easy to try to run in the
rain Tri-Hi-Y, Howlers,
program
is sponsored by
t
Phi Tau AlMonday, it you will remember ing it, what was there for me to holding stockings up, and tempMr. and Mrs. Basil Cook
of
pha, honor society and the stuCommunicable Disease Center
Erie, Pa., are the guests of his
was the third lay of April, when do, but get out, too! But that's ers down.
dent council. She is a member of
the Public Health Service r n
the story.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.-I. B. Cook.
Apologies were in order to the the
National Forensic League,
cooperation with the local hea:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham
Having a call-beck or two on a wreckermen, but who apologies was in the student council play,
department.
to
the
census-taker,
when
the and is undoubtedly the
funeral of Guy
section of the Highlands that I
cleverest attended the
Last year emphasis was placc
Robert
(Fats)
Everett
whose
census-taker
apologies
for
mud. SHS girl.
Hitchcock in Karnak, Ill., Sun- announcement
designated as "intersecthave
of his candidacy on entire permise treatment. Th
• day.
Honest Folks, 'ain't there an
ing Highway 51 by-pass"4.get in
to
seek
the
office
of
Congresstotal cost per premise was abot.:.
Katie is the writer-Of the class
my jittle old car and staK from easier way to make a living.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Exum and man appears on the front page $7.00 and the fee to the housewill and prophecy ,for 1950. She
of today's News.
the
ginning at what was SatMS-1664
son,
Tommy,
spent
Monday
afholder was only
collects
three dollars.
match
book covers,
urday's end. Not knowing much
Federal
writes poetry and * an ardent ternoon in Paris, Tenn.
appropriation for the
about the territory, or the little I
Mrs,
R. S. Burgess spent Tues- Mr. and Mrs. Willie Home,
drama fan. She will be on the
program has been greatly reducFriday - Saturday
intimate side streets therein, I I
day with her son, Miller Burgess
senior day program.
ed and more of. the total expense
By Patsy Green
April 7-8
first decide to take a reading on I
Mrs.
W.
T.
Holman
and
lamand
Mrs.
Burgess
in Paducah.
will have to be paid by
the
Mice was barn August 1, 1932.
the dear hearts and gentle people
Mrs. J. W. Johnson has return- ily have moved from the Patter- householder.
2—FEATURES--2
that live in my own
son
territory. She is the 12 year old daughter of
apartment
on
Walnut
street
ed
from
Florida
where
she
spent
This season chlordane will be
But alas, what appeared to be an Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Coleman Who
to 204 Jackson street
the winter.
used in the kitchen and on the
intimate lane turned out to be my is the owner .of Coleman's ServMrs.
C. L.
Drysdale of New perches, and
Billy Homra of Nashville
is
ice Station on East State Line.
DDT on the saundoing.
Mrs. W, W. Roach, Mr. and pending Easter with his parents,Orleans is the guest of Mrs.
A. M. ,maining part of the buildings.
And here may we direct the
Mrs. Irvin Hunt and little daugh
rest of this story to C. J. Bowers,
ter, Alicia, of Paducah were Sunmagistrate of the First Magisteriday
guests of Mrs. Roach's
al District, whose territory
I
mother, Mrs. J. 0. Anderson on
have the. dubious pleasure
of
Third street.
enumerating. Whistling the first
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell
refrain
of
"Columbia the Gem of
AND
and Mrs. Jack Allen spent Monthe Ocean," (getting patriotic ya,
day afternoon in Paris.
know, with my,little kit of red,
Miss Betty Boyd Bennett, a
FOR LESS
and
sudden
blue)
I
white
all
a
of
student of business college
IN THE
in ,
,tVE BETTER
find
myself
shouting
"Nearer
My
4IGHT
Memphis, will spend the Easter ,
God, to Thee", for Ca-bang I am
holidays with her mother, Mrs.
15F HIS
popelessly stuck up to the runn. LIFE..
Boyd Bennett on Park Avenue.
ing board, in a cozy little hole
Eddie Holt of the University
that neighbors later reminded me
of Kentucky, Lexington, Kenis never trespassed
on
days
tucky has arrived in Fulton
to
such as Monday, April 3, in the
spend his Easter
vacation with
year of our Lord 1950.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. R.
Simultaneously
with my soft
sinking, old Jupiter Pluvius decided to'keep me company
in
that inhabited but desolated section of the Hssitiands. whose earl, lest inhabitants have failed_ to
Alice Cole
' name.
"
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
-Norman
went to T '
And what does the rural cen- .She
April
10-11
sus-taker do when she's stuck School for 4 years then to ChestThe super-soft loaf with tender-soft crust
to
HAPPY EASTER!
and its raining?
She gets out nut Glade for 1 year, then
dashes to the first house with a Terry Norman again in the sixth
For Your Easter Joy
Save 5 to 7c on 2 loaves.
Same
Carr
porch, (more than a block We'll grade. She has gone to
we are playing a - Fulton Hilt' the
have you know) only to learn Institute and
Low
1-LB.
TECHNICOLOR
that the lady of the house had rest of the time.
LOAVES
T have moved my
Price.
Alice's favorite sport is;basketno telephone Can't stay there.
shop from the City
MUSICAL
The car's stuck, I'm drenched to ball and favorite hobbySis dancThat Has The Best Stuff
Electric Company to
. gue with
the skin and the weather is get- ing. She also likes tO
U. S. Govt. grade "A" Large.
Hone :k suckle.
Musicals Are Made Of!
ting worse. I dash to the next someone, particularly Just so she
113 Washington St.
Ctn.
25-Lb.
can
express
her ,own pinion and
house, again another long block,
(across
from
Doz.
the
Bag
usually
she expresses
herself
Betty Grakda
but . .
. knock-knock . . . .
•
telephone office).
very.well
kn,
ck - knock .
kristek
Kruger.
Plain—Money
Avondale
Back
Coalnineee;-0
_t_
49/1
•
beafAtt,j1. . peundknock
No. 2
pound, ye gads, no
K-K-K-ka Lowe in
at home.
Same prompt serPhil Harris
ALE IAVE
_
Beg
it Cans
25-lbs. $1.43
A ntad dash across the street-to a
C-C-C-Clever Al
vice, careful Eittenhotrie with no porch, no siding,
•
Country Club.
don. Bring me your
Derby—Heat and Serve.
no nothing. Tap-tap . ... knockShawnee High
Victor Mature
c No. 2/
beat-beat. . .. slamknock . .
1
2
131/2-0s.
troubles.
Lowe,
note:
daughKatie
(Ed's
bang .... nobody at home. Can't
U Cans
L Jars
in
of
Mrs.
Mrs Jtud
stay under the Clouds and defy' ter
xelbt,towe,
them, better I should be in • well former Fultamans now residing
Avondale Sliced or Halves.
in
Shawnee,
Oklahoma,
got a
with ten feet of water,(Fm five
c No. zy,
No. 2
nice
pat
on
the
back
in
a
school
feet two) so I set- my compass
Cans
story
in
the
Sbaiwnetiewg
l
etar
Can
for a long run to the store and
THIS PICTURE HAS
s .ShawthereI find the shelter that on- lust week. Katie it
JUST BEEN RELEASED!
Royal Gem
• transferDid You Know You Are See- ly a rural census-taker knows, nee High,ito wibejj;
!
C.
•
L No. 303
Ctn.
when the clouds are heavy and red from Fulton High. The story
ing The Best As Soon or
M. Z.(Ham) Ethridge
follows):
CORN
the spirit is beholden to God.
U Cans
Sooner Than The Big
Phone 455
Fulton
Cleverest — Continuing the
Old Jupiter Pluvius was at it
Cities!
Arm worse when the wrecker student-of-the-day feature, we
Avondale Oh
drove up and I gently asked if I
No. 2
No. 1
COME ON OUT
might ride to the scene of the
FOR A
S
J Cans
J Cans
mire. Sitting in the cab of the
HAPPY EASTER
wrecker, the driver bade me in.
SEE US FOR YOUR - - - Pure.
rsrr MOODY.
It was there that I says to myself,
10-oz
Qt.
says I, it just can't happen to me.
In the front seat, (there was no
Glass
other,) of that cab, built neatly
Wednesday - Thurs.
for a' medium sized driver, were
Giant
April 12-13
there . . . mind you . . . three
Red Top, Timothy, Rye Grass, Fescue, Ladino Clover, Write
Florida
Sweet
Size.
mechanics just
off the grease
Dutch, Red Clover, Sweet Clover; Spring Oats; Korean Jap,
rack.
Kobe, Seneca, etc.
Juicy
Dozen.
There
was
no
"Road
Beck,"
I
When
had
to
get
Top
remind
in.
quality
And
let
Iceberg.
me
Wash State extra fancy.
SOYBEANS: SlcCoupin, S-100, Ogden, Arknoys, Black Tarheel
1 sic ilic I1.111
you here and now,,that if there's
Giant
and Virginia Browns.
Red
anything less cozy than Grand
L Heads
Wipesaps.
Ea.
HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons; Funk's G
Central Station in New York, its
and Broadbent hybrids.
sititng on the laps (plural) of
Washed Selected Reds.
New fresh green.
three well-meaning wreckeranen,
who didn't dress for dinner. Only
We Sell
Wm. Holden tar and feathers could have been
more disconcerting than the No.
SURGE MILKERS
Sno-White Compact Heads
There is FROLIC a plenty
lubricating oil and
Top quality California Pascal.
heavy
30
Installed and in operation
,
grease
that
those
gents
anointed
1.ge.
In three hours.
—Laughs Galore!
me with.
Head
All kinds of
Back to the car the rain made

DDT SPRAY PLANS
START APRIL 10TH

ORPHEUM

FULTON HI SCHOOL

'

Town Topics

STORE

ANAGEIE•

fl

RADIO

NEW SOFT KROGER BREAD
1
13'
2 ,21;,v°7;s 27c

Repairing

k

WABASH AVENUE

.,. .

"HAM'S'.'

KROGER EGGS

49' CORN MEAL
99'
at9c FLOUR sEla-RISING '" 39

HOMINY -

490 TAMALES

33c

PEACHES

990 iriA
sTERBEANS

10e

RADIO CENTER

CIGARETTES
C161

4 cc

BEETS

490 Wilk COCKTAIL

49'

APPLE ELLY

100 HERBERT

39"

490

SEEDS for Spring Planting

ORANGES

'GRANT-

LETTUCE

TAKES
RICHMOND'

15' APPLES

POTATOES

50

CAULIFLOWER

GARDEN SEEDS
Hulk or package. New pack!

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

CORN Vitialk

00

Authorised dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS
See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks.

All kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

Per
Bushel
orky

DEALERS in FULTON, CAYCE, IIICKMAN AND
RIVES, TENN. (PHONE 2411)
--OR BUY DIRECT FROM—

Charles E. Wright

Route 1, Fulton,

Ky.
(Middle Read) Phone 1093-J

We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

1

•490

1.59 CABBAGE

50 Lb

15' CELERY

2staas 29f

Tender Smoked
10 to 16-1b. avg.
Half or Whole

Easter Cake HAMS
KROGER GOLDEN SNO LAYER

each 59c

t
WOO/WO
O°11111
‘

I

--

STAR

Lb.

Ji• Pille31331M

HENS-12-lbs.,and less—lb. 59e
Young Toms
16 to 20-Lb. Average
•
Michigoiden full drawn.

TURKEYS

DUCKLINGS4t

•... $1.19

Genuine Spring.

I

somas

Standard

, OYSTERS

52c
Lb. Si°

Lb.
5!

Lb.

Lb.

9star'ix

1.99

s
Half or Whole

LEG 0'LAMB 69'

0003-1011
......;.!

Ralf or Whole
ARMOUR

KILL

milW1:
26 0
-0 8
00LEA?
'7 Areajr41
43-P'r
e- XIIs movh• roar: *,
solverl$:
0:
MONEY HACK

s

5'

ps,

590 STEAKS

69'

ts1
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at work in greatly appreciated, and shall be !representation.
Aug- send' me to Washington I pledge homes or to meet you
oroducers $442,493 for butter last I erotic Primary Election on
I remain,
with our the fields on your farms, at,the recognized through greater ef- '
work
shall
I
that
you
to
solicit
earnestly
I
1950.
year as compared with $442,042 in ust 3,
To Work For You"
other agricul- factories and in your stores and forts ir Washington to give each
Bureau,
;`Wanting
Farm
fine
influence.
and
vote
your
W.
according to George
1948,
and our shops.1 want to meet every citi- of you active and courageous I
ROBERT A. EVERETT
I WANT TO WORK FOR YOU! tural groups and leaders,
Diehl of the Company's national
talk
and
over
to
possible,
if
zen,
a
out
In reaching the decision to seek business leaders to work
Aior
dairy department.
N.esswireessoleer
better balance between agricul- his problems.
The food chain paid all produ- your support.for this important
Associato
I intend
industry in this district.
else,
and
ture
all
Above
have
I
Congress,
The American Dairy
the
in
position
last
$67,432,710
cers a total of
WeK need more industries to af- launch and keep this campaign
representing five million
tion,
year for the snore than 110,000,000 adopted this slogan for my camdairy farmers, presented its an- pounds of butter needed to meet paign theme.
If you choose to ford the jobs and economic op- on a high level. I believe in the
that will keep our time-honored definition of Demoual Distinguished Service Award its requirements.
elect me as your Representative, portunities
in my young men and women at home. cracy: A Government of the peoforemost
be
to the Great Atlantic & Pacific
ever
will
it
"The consistently high quality mind that I sin in Washington to We can have
them, too, if we ple, by the people and for the
Chicago this
Tea Company in
of Kentucky butter was an im- work for you.
work together to that end.
people. Certainly, it is not for a
week.
the portant factor in making it one
at
In brief here are essential it- group of manipulators and FedThe award, voted
years
35
my
all
spent
Having
Mr.
sources of supply,
ems to which I promise to give eral-paid
workers to keep one
- eleventh annual ADA banquet, of our
in this District, or serving it in
if elected to man in office for a life time.
cited the 91-year-old food chain Diehl said.
or another in Wash- my fullest attention
capacity
one
the Congress:
In conclusion, I wish to reiterlor "advancing the nation toward
ington, I- feel that I fully underate that I do not want a deed to
an even better standard of liv- Robert ('Fats') Everett
stand our many mutual problems (2) Agriculture.
a tirst mortgage
ing."
(Continued from page One)
(2) Greatly needed drainage this office, nor
and have the qualifications and
The citation was presented by
you the and leeves for most of the dis- on your continued support. There
give
to
required
energy
After the war, he served for wide-awake representation this
are young men and women in this
Owen M. Richards, manager of
trict.
district who have had ambitions
the dairy association, who said three and a half years as secre- district is entitled to.
veterans.
many
Our
to
Aid
(3)
to go to Congress, but under prethe award was a means of recog- tary and administrative assistant
this
in
betore
never
that
I feel
(4) Concerted action ire' fight- vailing conditions of the past 22
nizing the friends of the dairy in to Senator Tom Stewart. In this
Century has it been of ing Communism through the ex- years their high ideals have been
dustry who are joined with the capacity he had the opportunity Twentieth
sega
for
_importance
Fulton
"Buck Bushart"
Depot Street
milsion of left-wingers and Com- thwarted.
providing an to meet and serve farm and busi-'greater
dairy farmers in
population, such as munist-sympathizers from our
Your vote and support of my
ever-improving diet and nutrition I ness leaders throughout Tennes- ment of our
to government.
district,
this
in
living
those
candidacy, I assure you, will be
see.
for the American people.
in Washassistance to pri- Awe..
Mr. Everett, whose trade mark I have a Representative
(5) Active
senkeenly
be
would
who
ington
!
Buys Quality Butter
enterprise.
is his 295 pounds of boundless
his con- vate
buttermakers and energy that won him the nick- sitive to the problems of
Kentucky
(6) Halt the dangerous trend
stituents.
of
member
received name of "Fats," is a
their farmer patrons
If you will stop for a moment toward socialism.
Cumberland Presbyterian
frOm The Great Atlantic & Pa- the
benefits
(7) Extension of the
look about you, you will see
to
active
the church.
He is also an
cific Tea Company about
of TVA to all our people.
most
as
well
as
district,
our
that
Legion.
same dollar volume for their but- member-in the American
(8) Aid to education with lois'undergoing
ter in 1949 as they did in the pre- He is a Mason, a member of the of the Southland,
reg- cal colitrol.
allotment
Acreage
changes.
Knight
a
Masons,
vtous year, it was announced to- Royal Arch
(9) Aid to our country proour farmday.
Templar, a Shriner and a Moose. ulations are disrupting
I grams. .
must
farmers
Our
schedules.
ing
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
announceof
State
paid
Blue Grass
A & P
Complete text
to
(10 Industrial expansion
turn to other crops to find some
ment attached:
and back? A PHONE CALL to
downtown
opporbusiness
adequate
provide
effective way to utilize
of the Ninth other
District
To the Citizens
people. .
"75" brings our
their surplus acreage. The raising tunities for our
:
(11) Elimination of non-essenone altergood foods to your
prompted by an earnest desire of dairy or beef offers
way of life tial Federal expenditures to that
economic
Our
native.
CongressionhOrne
my
assure
to
bala
enjoy
can
we
again
once
door! We give
not suffer: it must improve:
Across the street from the factory al District an active and aggres- I must
accomplish- anced Federal budget.
sive representation in the House and this goal can be
prompt delivery,
taxpayers
our
Relief
to
(12)
through active leaderTelephone 9163
Fulton of Representatives in Washing- ed only
economies in Federal,
through
choice groceries
.
ton I am today announcing .myl ship.
—Your Business Appreciated— candidacy for the office of RepLook into the future with me, Government.
and meats,
(13) Assistance and protection
CLYDE FIELDS, Mgr.
resentative for the Ninth Con- and view the other possibilities of our small business men.
see
we
gressional qistrict in the Demo- of our district. Presently,
our boys and girls deserting the ' (14) Conservation of our natfarms, communities and cities to ural resources.
to
In this campaign, I plan
employment in the larger
find
metropolitan areas. , This, my seek the support of all the peofriends, is due to improper bal- ple of this district for my platI
ance between agriculture and in- form, and not a select few.
dustry in our district. We have want to meet personally as many I
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
not made sufficient progress in of our fine men and women as
'
in
your
visit
to
I
hope
possible.
large
indusand
small
attracting
tries to our counties. Some of
the adjoining districts have out- •
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
stripped us in this respect. There
reason why
is no fundamental
they should be so far ahead of us.
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
We have some of the finest agricultural soil in this Nation. We
have access' to the same source
For Prompt Service Phone 502
of cheap, TVA electricity as they,
our labor sapply is just as efficiplentiful as
and
ent, reliaOle
now
theirs, arid natural gas is
available to all, if we can justify '
Olive Street
Fulton, Ky.
its use.
If you choose on August 3 to

A& P RECEIVES
DAIRY CITATION

WINES

IcED

WHISKEY

RUM

,

GIN

LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

all 75

FIELDS SERVICE STA.

con7ressional

SAWYER'S MARKET

LENNOX

OIL AND COAL FURNACES

/Y.
etitdi
rot
totelteA
oot set
to
i
•

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

We Now Have A

Complete Planer Mill
and can take

c3)t svto

Here's rollicking good news for you! We can take
that noble Buick of yours, and in a few short hours
we'll put new life—new pep—new spring zing into it!

Your Lumber
and make it to your
specifications. (center
match, flooring, siding, special mill work,
etc).

Our New Office and Mill
is now located at 139 McDowell Street

You'll hardly know your own car. You'll have to lay a gentle
toe on that gas treadle—or look for your hat in the back seat.
Because our mechanics are Buick specialists right to
their fingertips — men who know your car and its
needs from long experience. Because they use Buick
methods, special Buick tools, factory-engineered
parts, to bring out the best in your Fireball baby.
And because that big 17-step maintenance and tunc-up
routine we show below is just about the finest, most
complete way to get your motor ready for really lively
spring driving!
be
Just check those 17 big items in your mind. How
long since your Buick has had these important
attentions? And how about coming in this week?

All Sizes - Widths- Lengths Lumber in Stock
These Spring Services will save
GAS—OIL—WEAR—AND MONEY!

Plywood Sheetrock Wall Board
Doors Shingles
Asbestos Siding Roofing Windows

1. Drain crankcase and refill with
summer grade oil.
2. Clean and adjust spark_ plugs.
3. Clean and adjust di •butor

4. Clean carburetor' screwy adjust
carburetor.
5. Scientifically time ignition.
6. Adjust valve tappets for proper
clearance.
7. Completely tune engine for peak
performance and mileage.
8. Adjust generator charging rote.
9. Test battery; clean Cad coat terminals; odd water.

Do that remodeling job on your home now! Best quality kiln
dried lumber cut to size. There is no time like the present to
do the needed repairs, remodel and improve your home. Our
prices are reasonable - - - our estimates are given promptly
without any obligation whatsoever to you.

A. R. STEPHENS
BUILDING SUPPLIES
139 McDowell Street

Phone 1109

10. Repack and inspect front wheel
bearing,.
IL Inspect brake linings and
system.

,

13. Tighten all hose connections.
14. Adjust fan belt tension.
15. Tighten cylinder head bolts with
special torque wrench.

16. Fill steering gear housing with
lubricant.
17. Complete LUBRICARE chassis
brication and inspection.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street

drums.

12. Drain and flush out cooling

Fulton, Kentucky
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day.
dismissal Mr. and Mrs. 4larry Murphy.
lage road since her
Lee Peery has recovered from from the Mayfield Hospital ten
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. .c.aldwell
out
getting
days ago.
flu and able to be
and Ms. and Mrs. Lon Brown at- I
Mrs. Carey FrieIds
again.
Mrs. J. C. Rickman is recov- tended in singing at Good Springs
Mrs. D. A. Mathis is improved
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cherry ering from an attack of flu from Sunday afternoon.
from an illness and able to be and Clifton
Cherry were Sun- which she has been
indisposed
getting out again. At present she day guests of their mother, Mrs. some two weeks.
DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
is spending a few days with her Claud Anderson and Mr. AnderDeep- sympathy is extended by
daughter, Mrs. George Haygood, son near Sedalia.
Joyce Taylor
PenteDessell
the
of
mis-stated last week all friends
who is also ill.
It was
Annie Marie Bivins and Ruth
betheir recent
Little Miss Karen Frields is do- through this column that Rev. J. cost family in
Owen one
of the passing of Mrs. Elrvan visited Jane
ing nicely, from a leg wound sus- T. Drace held a series of meet- reavement
The night last week.
ths past week.
tained the past week in a fall. She ings at New Salem Church. The Pentecost
made many
Mrs. T. C. House, Mrs. Olive
marton
is receiving care under Dr. W. H. services were held by Rev. Alton young
here in her teaching car- Smith and Mrs. Virginia Wray
Sewell, Hawse Hospital.
Peery, pastor, throughout the friends
high esteem shopped in Fulton Wednesday.
Many lovers of vocal music at- week. Rev. Drace will conduct eer and was held in
passed
deceased
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
revival the third by all. The
tended the two day session of the the summer
in Union City Joyce visited Mr. and Mrs. James
Weakley County singing conven- week in July as has ahead? been away at her home
the
at
held
services
funeral
with
Ellegood and boys of Arlington
tion held at Welch school over announced by Rev. Peery. Beg
First Methodist Church and in- Saturday.
fine pardon, please.
the weekend where some
at
Cemetery
Sunset
at
terment
Bonds was the WedCorrine
artists appeared. Welch PTA serMr. and Mrs. James T. Glass
nesday night guest of Margaret
ved lunch.
Announcement was and children of Mayfield spent Dresden.
Colburn.
made to hold all night singing Sunday with parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. George Golden
there on April 14. Radio artists, Mrs. J. C. Johnson.
of Fulgham were Sunday guests
duets and quartets over a wide
Leslie Lassiter has niade rapid
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks
area are on this program.
strides towards recovery from an
Joyce Cruce
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Payne of ear infection and deep cold.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Hutchison, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Williams
Mayfield visited
their mother, , Mrs. Ernest, Poitner is doing Billie and Gene spent Saturday
Mrs. Nora Vincent this past Sun- nicely at her home on the vii- night with Mr. and Mrs.
Ray visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. House Sunday.
Hutchison and family.
Mr: and Mrs. Shorty Vaughan
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Cloys and
Mr. called on his mother, and dad, Mr.
family spent Sunday wth
awhile
Mrs. B. Vaughan
and Mrs. Les Cruce-and Mr. and and
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Junior Cruce.
was the
Arthur Lene Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchof Drucilla
ison spent Saturday night with Sunday dinner 'guest
the
TO Be Held
visitors in
Cathey. Other
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce and Cathey home were: Rev. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce were McMinn and Paul, Mrs. McMinn's
of Chattanooga, Mr. and
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. sister
Mrs. Everett Carr and Charles.
G. Clark Sunday night.
Ralph Morgan and Bettie Sue
Beginning at 10 O'Clock A. M.
Casey called on Ernest Rowland
•
PALESTINE
in Paducah awhile Sunday afterTwo and I 'z miles east of Water Valley on the
noon.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mr. and Mrs. Clon House were
Water Valley and French schoolhouse road.
Mrs. Carlene Stokes krict_children, Susan and Lad, silt the the Monday afternoon guests of
known as the - - Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Williams.
with Mr. and
weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Beckham VaughBerry Stokes in Paducah. Lad
an were in Fulton Monday.
remained for a longer visit.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. L. Drysdale spent the
weekend with Mrs. A. M. Brow- J. P. Owen and girls were: Mr.
2 C model Allis Chalmers tract- 12 shoats.
and Mrs. Parrom Owen, Mr. and
der.
ors equipped with plows, culti- 3 good work mares.
of
Lynn Phillip Browder of Lex- Mrs. Lee Sills and Tommie
vators and discs. These tractors 1 saddle colt.
ington will spend .Easter with his McConnell, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
have been used one season and 1 good work mule.
Judith Ann of MayMrs.
Ethel Davis and
1 Owensboro wagon, used awe parents, Mr. and
are as good as new.
field, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Work
Browder.
years.
7 good milk cows, 5 fresh with
and
Rita, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Stroud
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
1 good used wagon.
calf.
Owen, Peggy and Carolyn Jean.
4 milk cows, 2 artificial bred 1 large Case pick-up hay bailer are improving after being ill with

Page Bevel"

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Fulton Route Four

PUBLIC SALE

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Phone 100

New Location

HENRY BARNES HOME

and side delivery rake.
will calf in May.
Some hog and cow mineral.
5 fresh heifers.
I cut-off saw.
5 bred heifers.
1 tractor trailer.
7 calves.
Is head of good sheep with lambs Lots of horse drawn tools.
Harness and plow-gear.
2 mows with eight pigs each.
Lots of other things too numerous
2 large gilts.
to mention.
I sow.

THIS WILL BE A LARGE SALE, HE SURE TO ATTEND

BILL BOYD AND ROBERT G. YATES, OWNERS
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer.

Inside

flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder
Good
singing at
attended a
Springs Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy of
Union City visited in the homes
of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browder
and Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder Monday evening. .
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoonv\adn
i ci son, Dan, spent Sunith Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
day
Pewitt nd family.
Mrs. 'Mai- y Wayne McClog and
Mrs. Zenada Tuck of Bardwell

were Sunday afternoon guests of

PERSONALS

At'8 AWN Reff‘re

•.4

DECORA TED
Kenn-Tone is made with
OILS and RESINS scientifically processed to mix
with water for convenience
and economy.

Magic! Kern-Tone covers
most interior surfaces in

WITH

one quick coat. No priming, no sizing needed. Just
rollorbrushonKem-Tonel

/

2 PO71/ONE11eX/1/
Replace furnishings, enjoy
your Rem-Tone roor. 60
minutes after painting.

1 .1‘he auxlem

$2.00 4
GAL
DOES AN
AVERAGE ROOM!

Atssou rat

THERE'S ONLY ONE
GENUINE KEN-TONE I
ACCEPT NO
SUISITTUTE

AV Afiorfr
_4

Ine

How On:ant ,
111111C1.

No

,

t
,s1or!

F,ULITON

house..•
the
outside
and

Friday - Saturday
4 BIG UNITS
OF FUN & ACTION

LON GE.R.!

10.1"Telt

3 war61.0V2177

00
Wet'
40,000,0
ROOMS ARE

Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Holloway and children, Jene
and
Lynne, will move to their new
home on the Mayfield Highway
next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
and children, John M. and Gertrude of Paducah were weekend
guests of his
parents,. Mr. and
Mrs. John
Thompson and Mrs.
,Ida Pegram.
Mrs. L. 0. Bradford is ill at her
home on Third street.

VIIISBIMGII POTS
LOOK

.. 217 East Fourth Street 1

EASY! LOVELY!THRIFTY!
014wi=„
PrirA• of.(7(

THURSDAY,APRIL 13

0

Fulton. KY.

DEAN JAGGER

11. 111 ,,101,

P-I-u-s
Johnny Masi

Only Pittsburgh Offers You the
Exclusive Benefits Resulting

P-1-u-s

from the Use of special
"Vitolized Oils"!

POPEYE
CARTOON
plus -Three Stooge
COMEDY

You'll find the complete line of Pittsburgh Paints In our store—a finish for
every purpose, all priced to fit your
pocketbook. There's real economy in
using only the highest quality paints because they will wear longer—look better
—really enhance thevaluti of your property. Today Pittsburgh Points, In mans
respects. are better than ever before.

There's

r•

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
April 9 - 10 - 11
/Tr 1r-aiAgeMPIZ
fieVA [AND OP
i•I A
SOMPISSEO ,
511i0PTAS!

Pittsburgh Paint
-quality
a high
home need!
for every

SUN-PROOF —

WALIMIDE—

%Orlin' exterior Paint
—contains "Vitolized
Oils' - Primer seals
thoroughly—Finishing
cost stays live, tough
and elastic.

Wonder-working oil
base paint—covers any
surface—uniform rich
sheen coating—can be
washed repeatedly.

Corre in

teLtiv for

FlORHIDE—

(Ault

POWELL
SOMERN
SULLIVAN
WATERSPAR
ENAMEL:—
Quick-drying Enamel

The Floor Paint that
withstands heavy foot
woodwork and
traffic--ase it on floors --gives
furniture new beauty
and steps of wood, and added life resists
cement, metal or worn marring—cleane easily.
linoleum_

WED. - THURS.
April 12 - 13
,its
nelam 4ritote'rE

FREE booklet, "Color Dynamics for

Yowr Home"

Fulton Paint and Glass Co.
t.tNEW

Phone 909

10,o,.0‘,00siG
"tAtan't;411

Plicote is TOUGH
Will not Mar, Chip, Peel, Crack,
Fade or Discolor from Ordinary Use!
Hard, mirror-smooth ... Plicote scores new highs in Transportation Finish!
On Buses, Truck fleets, Tractors, Cars ... owners enjoy dividends of man\
TIT
extra "beauty months" by Plicoting.r'T OSEOUT PRICE: Si '

This Week's Hit Parad
Music

use'
Off u.

210 Church Street

\

vok*Se

I. Chatanoogie Shoe Shine Boy (Red Foley)
2. Rag Mop (.I. L. Wells)
I. Cry of the Wild Goose (Tennessee Ernie)
I. The Gods were angry with me (M. Whiting,
J. Wakley)
5. Broken down Merry Go Round (M. Whiting,
Wakley)
IL I'll sail my ship alone (M. Mullican)

7. I don't like this kind of livin' (Hank Williams)
B. I love you because (L. Payne)
9. Letters have no arms (Ernest Tubb)
10. I Love you because (F.. Tubb)

[Popular Mus- 1;)
1. Music, Music, Music.
2. If I "knew you were coming
3. Chattanoogie Shoe Shine
Boy
4. It Isn't Fair
5. Deane
6. Peter Cottontail,
7. Third-man theme
S. There's no Tomorrow
9. Daddy's little girl.
10. I said my pajamas.
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ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Brumley near Easter program. It will do any- tr•17-Nr1.47.7
•
Mrs. Sarah Wooten is on the Martin.
body good to hear the speaking
News and Personals from - - - sick list this week.
Luther Gossum spent Sunday and singing. Christ rose that
Mrs. Marshall
Hargrove and with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gos- morning and it was a great morning. Christ died for our sins and
son of Mayfield., spent Friday s Li Iii.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry
Hunt we sure ought to serve him. He
Mr. and Mrs.
Arch Lawrence. •
Gossum werc -Sunday Supper went through all of that tbr us
and now some of us won't serve
Odell Puckett
J. B. Byrn attended the an- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Roach.
him.
nual. trade day at Wingo Satur- .Mr:kand Mrs. T. E. Eaker visitNow if someone do a'good faday.
ed Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. vor
Vr. and Mrs. Leon Gossum of to the Fulton Hospital Tuesday.
for you it would be fine to
Gossum.
W.
Robert
Edwards
T.
and
Mrs.
Hal
tu.s Aye hope for her a speedy recovWingo spent Monday with
do aome tiind
favor to them.
Kizer
)
shopped
Fulton
in
Friday
Mrs. Lelia Bard; Mrs. Murrell Don't you know
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert ery.
Mrs. Johanna
afternoon.
were
in she has done me some gc.od
Stephens and children
Gossum.
Mrs. Rastus Weatherford
faof
Mrs. Jewell Gilliam spent last Padueah Thursday.
vors and I ain't forgot her yet
Miss Sim Charlton spent Tues- Wingo vsited Wednesday after•
week in MeMplais with her sis- 'Mrs. Lena McAlister spent a and I'll do all I can for her and
Miss Ruth In- noon with Mrs. Leon Charlton.
day night With
ter, Mrs. Beecher Hubbard,.
part of last week with her broth- she is At doing good to me. I
, grum.
Mrs. Martin E. Casey shopped
Mrs. Randall Laird and Huston er,,Mr. and Mrs. Wess Brown in has a very nice garden, through
Mrs. H. E. Wilson and Mrs. J. in Fulton Wednesday afternoon.
Owen spent Saturday in Paducah Hornbeak, Tenn.
the mercies of God.
C. McAlister visited Tuesday afMrs. Allie Mobley, Mrs. Ltialle with Mrs. Guy- McClure,
Jr.,
Bill Heath of Fulton visited
The way seems dark sometimes
Report Millions Who Fed
ternoon with Mrs. Will Puckett. Charlton and
Odell
Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childress Sunday afternoon with Mr. and but the Lord knows best. I deto shopped in Mayfield Thursday afWe extend our sympathy
PURIN
A STARTENA
Gossum.
Mrs.
and
Robert
sires
boys
prayers
Spent
Sunday
from
afterall of the peoMr, Lila Bradley on the death of ternoon.
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
CHECKER - ETTS
Mr. and Mrs. Runes,Pewit,t and ple. I am a widow and a widow
his sister, Mrs Viola Rhodes of
Mrs. Harold West and
Mrs. West and
son.
Sunday afternoon i indeed. I am trying to raise all I
Wingo.
son visited
• This year, see tor yourself the big
Roy Collins visited Mrs.
Will
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. Puckett Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow of Ful- with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark I can to eat. This world is full of
bodies, sturdy legs, and fast feathersin
and
the
Lord
is
and
daughter.
gham
Harold Clark on the birth of a
gettingabi
spent Wednesday
'
red.
with
Mrs. Hal Kizer and son, Hal,
ing Startena Checker-Etts help proThis
world
has
been
dafighter, Monday March 27. She Jr., Mrs. W. T. EdWards visited her brother, Mr. and Mrs. Richdestroyed
Edd Stephens is visiting Mr.
duce. Come in today for Startena
has been named Janice Elaine.
Stephens near one time by water but next time
and Mrs. Noah
Thursday afternoon with
Checker-Etts.
Mrs. ard Childress.
by
fire.
So
it
is
best
Miss Ada Pigue
to
keep
shopped in Jewell Ross near Martin.
The Sunday afternoon monthly Fulgham.
touch
with
Jesus.
He
Fulton Tuesday afternoon.
is
my
YOUR
all in
STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett singing at the Church of Christ
all. I am trying to get closer to
Mrs. J. T. Rebey was -carried shopped in Mayfield Friday af- was well attended and enjoyed
PIERCE STATION
Jesus
every
day
of
my
life.
Pray
by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rhodes, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Green of that I may continue.
Most Complete Stock
In West Kentucky
I
loves the Fulton News.
Place Your Order With Us Today For
and Mrs. Dee Pickens - visited Mayfield spent Tuesday of last
I
Friday with Mr. and Mrs. Har- week with Mrs. Green's mother, suspose it is because it is Mrs.
JOhanna's
Mrs. Mattie Renfro.
. So be of good cheer.
old West.'.
-Word was received here Sun- --Mrs. Dick Tucker
is
and son, God is in the plan. So here
another
poem, telling the condiday morning of the death of Mr. David, of -Selmer, Tenn., spent
tion
of
the
Church.
Ben Neely. Mr. Neely has at one last week with her aunt, Mrs.
time lived in this community but John Smith and
grandmother, Mr. Dollar said, "I love my fun,
CHICKS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
had moved near Fulton:
I dance from can to can't;
Mrs. Mattie Renfro.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Pewitt spent
Mrs. Ben Davis visited her un- I love to wear my pinch back coat,
442 Lake Street
part of last week with her broth- cle who is very ill in
Jackson, With my dark blue pants."
Get our prices, and see our quality
er, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett Tenn., last Tuesday.
Mr. Six Bits said, "I love the
before you buy your
near Fulton.
Ladies,
Mrs. Abner Roper has been visArnold Mullins of Fulton visit- iting her granddaughter, Mrs. I just can't help myself;
ed Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pitman Gerald Roper in St. Louis.
Time I give them all a treat,
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Burcham I don't have nothing left."
Sunday visitors in the home of of Jordon, Ky., were Sunday Mr. Four Bits said, "I
1, A. G. Wynne, Special Tax Collector of Fulton County, Kenlove to
We have the following:
Mrs. Rosa Bell Casey were: Mr. guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Drink,
tucky viii on Monday, April 17, 1950, beginning at the
hour of 1:30 and Mrs.
Red top, Timothy, orchard grass, Blue &ass, Rye grass,
R. B: Wright and Mrs. Burcham.
I'. M. Central Standard Time, at the North door of the
I love that good corn wine;
Court House Velma Wright of,Wingo
Kentucky 31 Fescue (certified and non-certified); Spring oats,
and Mr.
in the city of Hickman, County of Fulton, State
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Holland I don't have any common
of Kentucky, sell and Mrs. Martin Casey.
sense,
Ladino (certified and non-certified); Red clover, sweet clever,
of Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs. I'm drinking all the time."
the following tax claims listed each tax payer as follows:
the number
Mrs. Etta Stephens of
ALsike, Sweet sudan grass. White Dutch, Kobe, Korean, Serecia
May- William Long
Sunday
after- Mr. Two Bits said, "I love the
'of each tax receipt, amount of the taxes for the year
of 1949, to- field, Mrs. Lelia Bard and Mrs. noon.
and Allalta.
gether with penalty, advertising and sheriff's fee. These
Show,
delinquent W. L. Brumlef visited Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copeland of I takes my girl along;
tax claims when sold become a lien upon the property
described on with Miss Ada Pigue..
Mayfield spent
Sunday
with When I can't rake up two show
the face of each tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR
per annum
Buster 'Bradley Mrs. Copeland's sister, Mrs. Jack
Fares,
and cost.
and son, Jerry spent Sunday af- Lowe.
I leaves that gal at home."
ternoon at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Griffin spent Mr. Ten Cents said, "I love
to eat,
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards, Sunday in Ralston
with Mrs. I eat near all I can get;
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer and son, Griffin's sister,
Mrs. James I feed my stomach not my brains,
FOR EARLY DELIVERY
Hall, Jr., visited in Puryear, Chatman and family.
Special Tax Collector
My stomach is my pet."
Tenn., Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Smithson Mr.
MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 1
Nickel and Penny said, We
FULTON
Mr. and Mrs. W. L Brumley of Union
City
Tax Receipt No.
were supper
Name
Are poor,
Amount spent the weekend with their son, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Stem
(White)
We loves the Holy cause;
Sunday.
86
Mrs. Omar Smith spent Sun- To God's Church e're willing to
Bard, Willard F.
Custom Seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
144
day in St. Louis with her niece,
Birmingham, Reed
Pay,
409 COLLEGE ST.
34.6346.95
I'll()NE 620
Mrs. Gerald Roper.
161
Boaz, Ray & Wilkerson
Going to pay if it
25.67.
(is it all.
c
wi
Little Miss Marilyn Watch is
til
r ipprevierwp
187
Boyd, Mrs. Mary, Estate
8.61
Now you see t 'condition of
out of school for a few days on
I
202
Brady, Herbert & Mary Neal
WE MAKE
45.6(
the Cburel.
account of illness.
254
11I REIM
II • IN II
Bruce, SUM'
84.7E
Mrs. A. N. Hay fell at her home
YOUR
283
Bushart, J. Paul
60.51
Monday and hurt her side. It is to
303
OLD RADIO
Bushart, Mrs. S. E.
27.55
be honed she didn't itacture some
322
Cardwell, Edd
SING
ribs.
14.70
370-Cheatham, Billy Joe
Mrs. Lillie McRee was called to
6.71
LIKE NEW
:372
Cheatham, James
Lynnville, Ky., last Thursday on
tom
373
Cheatham, J. P.
account of the illness of her par18.17
402
Cohn, Mrs. Liatiche
ents, Mr. and
Mrs: Bob Hay.
256.03
418
Collins, Ben
They were improved enough by
8.47
478
Saturday
Crossland, Th.anas
to
akkommany
her
16.87
499
home. They are. still confined to
Rec9ption "Foggy"
Davunia, Ethel
•
29.40
511
their
rooms.
Davis, R. N.
42.45
Lately??
Mrs. Ernest Lowe is in the Ful598
Etheridge, Morris
4.75
ton_ Hos,2k4lior-x-rays and gen669
French, D. J.
31.74
If your favorite radio pro- 1 en-a-Check-up.
692
Gardner, C. L.
73.51 !gram gets lost in a "fog" of
Migs Eva Lu Griffin spent Fri789
Hainline, Theodore
hum,
static or fadeouts, let our day night with Miss Rebecca
80.73
Mc853
Hastings, S. H. & Gusts
expert
repair man make it Ree.
44.34
905
Holderfield, James
/4.40 work like new. Our prompt
Mrs.
Jessie
Raines
of
Kenton
917
Holliday, Sid •
27.52 service at low prices can't be spent the
weekend with
her
942
Hood, Kirby
•
8.20 beat. Call us at the first sign daughter, Mrs. Jack Lowe.
954
of trouble.
Howard, Ernest
8.20
1059
Kelly, John..
55.53
Champion stallion Tennessee Walking Horse, Shelbyville,
-PROMPT ATTENTION_
Mississippi Plantation Life:
1060
Kelly, J. Er"10.11
PHONE 4-0-1
1197
Tenn., 1942, 1943, 1944. Best stallion show record of all times.
-Mack, Mrs. Sula & Walter Puckett 26.67
The Writings Of
1204
Madding, Jack
30.02
Mattie Dear
THE GREATEST BREEDING SON OF WILSON ALLEN
1268
Moore, 0. A.
45.57
1277
His get has command top prices both at public auction and
Morris, L D.
43.08
priI am feeling fine today but we
1362
Owen, Henry
And Tire Company
vate sales. A chestnut stallion, he was sired by Wilson's Allen
, 19.41
are having some rainy weather
1376
Parrott, H. B.
6.35 205_Commercial
350075 by Roan Allen F-38. His dam, Majory B. Allen, by Hall
1482
Ave. today but I guess it is that Easter
Rogers, L. A.
27.52
spell and I sure is got on a great
Allen by Allen F-1.
1536
Shelitinc4.W. E.
105.62
1572
Smith, Mattie S.
37.51
1598
Stennett, J. E.
33.05
1609
Stratton, R. D.
27.45
1610
Stratton, Walter
Cash at time of servce. Return privilege through 1950.
5.12
1630
Terry, C. T.
41.86
1693
and
Vickery, J. B. & C. E7".
21.93
1695
Vogile, V. J.
57.44
1717
Walters, Sam
6.96
1803
Winstead, Mrs. Minnie
18.44
1819
Workman, Lee & Martha
A double grandson of Wilson's Allen; a great grandson of Roan
22.56
announce the purchase
1820
Workman, Paul
71.19 I
Allen
F-38, in sire and dam.
(Colored)
Of the
1843
Anderson, John, Estate
This stallion has blood lines that are second to none. His confor51.22
1872
stock, fixture and accounts receivable
Dunn, Otto
107.58
mation is excellent and his habits are smooth and true. Ed Wil1899
Jones, Dick
16.92
son is a rich chestnut and can walk with the best. His get are
1902
of the
Kenny, Will Allen
6.96
1903
great show colts as the records prove, and they command good
Keney, W. A.
8.20
E:17
Mathis, Lula Alexander
- 16.95
prices
when offered for sale. He is the sire of Rose City Sue,
1941
Patterson, Cornelius
18.17
champi
on mare at celebration, Shelbyville, 1949.
1O42
Patterson, Cornelius
18.17
1944
Patton, Mose, Jr.
56.41
1945
Patton, Mose Profit, Sr.
27.63
1946
Payne, Leroy
13.18
414 Lake Street, Fulton
1955
Scales, Omy
16.92
Cash at time of service. Return privilege through 1950.
1972
Van Buren, Rich
15.66
effective
1974
Wallace, Berry Estate
10.72
1978
Waters, Hazel
5.74
Every care and attention is devoted to visiting mares
1985
Wright, J. Porter
but we
26.41
cannot be responsible for accidents.
MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 2
LODGESTON
(White)
IT PAYS TO BREED TO THE BEST
2042
Doughty, Mary S
2.57
2157
Vance, J. A.
They will continue to carry the same good
11.85
nationally-advertised brands of men's wear
MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 2
CAYCE
(White)
and will appreciate your business
• 07
Alexander, Jim
15.36
2'123
Attebery, J. M.
26.52
• 05
Evans, Bernard
41.51
. JOHN HART STABLES, TROY ROAD
r'120
Fry,'Charlie
,
elt
4.3
2331
Graham, John I.
Joe M. 7111, Manager
31.10
Teleph
one 1505-W
2364
Johnson, Mrs. Dola
14.65
Union City
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EARLY DELIVERY

SALE FOR TAXES

SEED FOR SPRING SEEDING

A. G. WYNNE

SEED CORN & FERTILIZER

I

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

'TWO

Great Stallions

PRESENTED AT STUD 1950
OLD WILSON'S ACE 420981

CITY ELECTRIC

Joe M. HALL

W. H. WOOTtN

LITRE Clothing Co.

FEE $50.00

ED WILSON 411113

FEE $30.00

MondAy, April 3, 1950
•
HALL:WOOTEN CLOTHING COMPANY

Charle$ Lowery

2

7, 1950
Friday, April 7, 1950

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

KROGER TO GIVE
78 SCHOLARSHIPS

ted in school, church, 4-H clubs,
Future Farmers of America, Future Homemakers of America or
similar
organizations, Mr. Hall
Seventy-eight college scholarexplained.
ships of $200 each will be awardGraduates of accredited
high
high school 'schools in the 15 states are
ed to outstanding
eligigraduates in 15 midwestern and
ble.
Applications for
Kroger
southern states for the 1950-1951
scholarships may be made and
school year,
Joseph B.
Hall, information on the program may
president of the Kroger company
beobtained from the deans of the
has announced.
The scholarships will be
di- colleges of agriculture, or through
vided between students planning county agents, home demonstrato major in home economics and tion agents,
economics
home
those specializing in agriculture teachers or vocational agrictilture
at 1 land grant colleges.
Last teachers.
year Kroger awarded 77 scholarships, continuing a program started 12 years ago.
Winners will be selected
by
college scholarship
committees
on the basis of high school scholastic achievement, and evidence
Funeral services were held at
of leadership qualities demonstra2 p. m. Tuesday, March 21 at the
- — First Baptist Church for
Mrs.

BELOVED LADY
LAID TO REST

ECM

Special Events
Special CAKES For

rasa,
oats,
iver,
mein

UNDERWOOD'S your home
torn, dependable bakery, is
ready at short notice to provide that special cake for that
ipeclal occasion. Put in your
)rder now for a wedding,
, airthday or party cake . . . .
lind we'll do the rest.
ing

/A.

UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
207 Commercial
PHONE 126

Fulton

Lena Owens Hutchens, wife of
'Mayor C. E. Hutchens of South
Fulton, who died at 5 p. m. Sunday,• March 19 at the Jones Hospital.
.She was an active member of
Church for
the Baptist
forty
years or until her health,failed
her.
She leaves five childsen, Walter 0. Hutchens of Indianapolis,
Ind., Gerald and Doris Hutchens
of'Detroit, Mrs. D. H. Hardy of
Delinar,
Deleware and
Leon
Hutchens of Fulton; seven grandchildren; one brother,
Herman
Owens of Louisville.
Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor,
officiated with burial at Chapel
Hill Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were: R. B.
Allen, E. E. Mount, Marvin Sanders, J. S. Mills, M. I. Boulton and
John Dawes.
Honorary
pallbearers
were
the deacons of the First Baptist
Church.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.

CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
Office Over City National Bank
Phone 61
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
LIST OR BUY WITH US!

SPRING IS HERE (by the calendar).

; but

most homes will need HEAT until MAY.
DON'T LET YOUR BIN GET LOW!

Order COAL Now
We have best grades and all sizes
on hand. Immediate delivery.

CITY COAL COMPANY
l'hone 51

Fulton

MR. FARMER: Let us supply you with your high-grade
fertilizer requlirements.

• parents, Mr. and Mrs. A D. John- had quite a few
guests Sunday. daughter.
day.
son and Mr. and Mrs. Earl HarriThose present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bemis Patrick of Luther Veatch visited awhile
son.
Richard Lowry of Mayfield, Tom Hniowcity were Sunday visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Foster spent
Sunday
morning
with
DAS
Sullivan of Mayfield, Mrs. Mer- of Marshall and Johnnie Moore_
the night with
Mr. and
Veatch and family.
Mrs.
ria
Doony, Miss Agusta Ward of
Jack Foster and Lanetta Sunday
Misses Ma'rie and Narie Moore
Martha Kay
Copelen spent
and
attended
church at Oak Murray, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gos- spent
Tuesday night with Mr. Saturday with Barbara Ann Ttar-si
Grove Sunday.
and
Mrs.
Leamon
Elliott.
sum and son, Mr. Lowry, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster Mrs. Willis Jackson of Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copeand Lanetta visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. William Cole is visitng len, Mrs. Nora Copelen and Mrs.
Phone 470 Pier Job Medoff
Elno Foster, Roger Dale and her daughter, Mrs. Estelle
Floyd Conner attended the funPaul awhile Thursday evening.
eral
of
Mrs.
Bradley
Copelen,
iams.
Accurate....
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowry spent
Watch out, Virginia, Maggie, which was held at Mount Olive
the weekend in Nashville, Tenn. Rodie, Willia Mae and Lois, here Church near Pryorsburg SaturWORKMANSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann comes the home town news!
.... At Low Cost
and David and Mr. and Mrs. HuWatches, Clocks a n d Time
bert Butler went fishing Sunday
ROCK
SPRINGS
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
afternoon.
—See—
Repaired at Low Cost by—
Nettie Lee Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
Mr. and Mrs.
James Veatch
Lanetta and Mr. and Mr
T.
.
's. TomH.
"Tom"
Cowden
ANDREWS
my Johnson visited Mr. and Mrs. and daughter spent Sunday with Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
Jewelry
Mr.
Company
and
Mrs.
Herchel
Elliott
and
Hubert Butler awhile Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Foster visited
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann,
David and Mrs. Willie Lou Brann
over the weekend.
Mrs. Tom Weems has been ill
and in Jones Hospital for severMiss Duffy appears surprised, al days last week but is home
but not too startled to hope that and doing fine now.
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster, Paul
the cameraman got a good shot
in offices and shops,
of the dimple on her knee. Hazel Edward and Roger Dale visited
Shermet now portrays Miss Duffy Mr. and Mrs. Ea Hollis at Fulton
refresh at the familiar red cooler
on WI.W-NBC's "Duffy's Tav- this_yveekend.
ern." Thursdays at 9:30 p.m.,
Mrs. Paul Jones Brann, David
EST.
and Charlene Foster visted Mrs.
Tom Weems awhile Saturday afternoon.
BEELERTON NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Johnson
spent the night with Mr. and Mrs._
Mrs. W. E. McMorries
Jack Foster and Lanetta Monday
Clifton
visited and enjoyed a fsh
Mrs. Bennie
supper.
Mrs. George Gardner Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Burnel Lowry
spent
Rhodes
Mrs. Gustie
Monday with Mrs. Winfred McMorries.
Mrs. George
Gardner visited
Mrs. I. M. Jones Monday.
Jessie
Mrs.
Mrs.
Gardner,
Gustie Rhodes and Bobby Rhodes
shopped in Mayfield Tuesday.
Jerrel B. Rhodes spent Tuesday
with Eugene McMorries.
Mrs. Bennie Clifton shopped in
4t5for it Mhos say... Mal
Fulton Wednesday.
an*
trade-m.4" meta am
Yoakum throughout—and easy to own—
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner, liberal trade-in, easy terms. See it note.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMor- 8 models— g124.95-- $179.95.
OOTIUID UNDO AUTISM/TY OP MI COCA-COLA COMPANY SW
ries and Eugene were WednesFULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.,
day night supper guests of Mr. BENNETT ELECTRIC
o MO. torreis OINErall
217 Main
and Mrs. Bill Gray.
Fulton
Mrs. Clarence Stephens visited
Mrs. A. W. Fite Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gustie Rhodes
Winand Jerrel, Mr. and Mrs.
fred McMorries and Eugene, Mrs.
and
Frank Owens, Netty Lou
Wanda Rhodes visited Mr. and
Mrs. Wash MUllins and Mrs. Betty Duke Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gardner
visited Mr. 'and Mrs. A. W. Fite
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gray visited
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner
Saturday night and Sunday.

FHA LOANS

A welcome host to workers

Route Three Chats
Mrs. Jack Foster
Hubert Butler
Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forster
were in Paducah shopping Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones and
Mrs. Pete Foster were in Mayfield shopping.
, Thursday. Mrs.
Pete Foster bought paper and
paint to decorate her home.
Mrs. Cecil Taylor, Mrs. Cloy
Yates and Charles were in Fulton Saturday afternoon shopping.
Charles has the big head about
th/e new car his parents bought
him as a graduation'gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Johnson
spent Sunday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Foster and Lanetta.
Mrs. Marion Jones and Jimmy,
Mrs. Jack Foster and
Lanetta
and Mrs. Pete Foster were in Fulton shopping Saturday. Mrs. Jack
Foster bought paint to decorate
her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wheeler of Cuba spent the night with
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Johnson
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Johnson
spent Sunday in. Cubawith their

HOMES GO MODERN!
MARTIN-SENOUR

This superb finish is desirable for
homes, hospitals, clubs, schools,
hotels and offices ...anywhere when
a long-lasting finish is a necessity!

Semi-lustrous finish that dries
in a jiffy. Cleans easily with soap
and water . . . and remains beautiful
unusually long. The all interior finish for wood.
plaster, metal, canvas, wallboard, etc. bight breathtaking companion colon as well as white.'

Exchange Furniture Company
207 Church Street

Page Mir
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Fulton

Telephone Wages
Are Way Ahead of the
Cost of Living

Eight General Increases in the Last Ten Year Have Boosted Wage Rates nrrig
While Living Costs Have Increased About 73%. Any Further Itscrume
in Wages Would Have to be Paid by Telephone Customers
Telephone employees, like everyone alas.
Save faced a steep increase in the cost of
living during the last ten years. What about
telephone wages—have they kept up?
As the chart clearly shows, telephone
wages have more than kept pace—leaving a
substantial margin in our employees' favor.
Telephone wage rates have been increased
117 per cent since 1939 compared with an
increase of about 73 per cent in the cost al
living for Southern cities.
Southern Bell employees have received
eight general wage increases in the last ten
years. In addition, they regularly receive
automatic "progression" raises according to
a schedule which begins the day they start
work and continues with frequent increases
until they reach top pay for their respective
jobs.
During the next twelve months, 8 out of
4 Southern Bell employees will receive at
least one such automatic increase. Many will
get two and three.
Today, as always, Southern Bell people
receive wages which compare favorably with
those paid by other concerns in the community for comparable skills and experience.
Can you think of any yardstick fairer than
that?
Add to good wages the assurance of yearround employment, liberal sickness, accident and death benefits, and a pension plan
that is among the best in all industry, and
you can readily see that telephone employees
ara doing all right.

1

Increases in Southern Bell Wage Rates
and in Living Costs Since 1939

OCT. OCT. OCT.
1943 1946 1947

•U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistic? Consumer?
Prise Index (Data for Southern cake combined)

111011/TNIIIN

BILL

TILIPNONII) AND

TILEGRAPH

COMPAN

OCT.
1949
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CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL—hIRE—RENT
with an 7'economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion Sc per word
(minimum, 50e)
Each Succeeding Insertion 1Y2c
per word.
We will be glad to help you
Prepare your ad at our office;1
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps instant,d;_pasks re-ating Co.
Paschall Street. Martin High•- way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONORECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.

Billy C. Fry
Jeweler
Watch and clock repairing
Prompt service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
Across from the telephone office
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
qnd up. Sales and service.
Bennett -Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
SEWING MACHWE, Singer, for
sale or trade. Repairs and parts
for all makes. Phone 85, Fulton.

Our used cars are cars
you will be proud
to own
TAYLORS
Used Car Lot
109 Church

Phone 183

- •
The Fulton County Nil" Fulton, Kentucky

DR. J. W. TOSH
'Eyesight Specialist

KIDDIES INVITED
TO EGG HUNT

Baptists Have Special
Sunday Eve Service

All-Day Service At
Walnut Grove Church

Fulton
Bring the kiddies to
An all-day Easter service is
afternoon, because if
Sunday
Easter-eggs planned by the members of the
hunt
to
like
Evening
A
they
Easter
servspecial
Fulton
st.
206 Main
!ice, The Story of Easter,' will (and who doesn't?) they will ! Walnut Grove Church with Sun(Across trom Bennett
be presented at the First Baptist have thetime of their lives join- day School starting at 10 a. m
Drug Store)
1 Church in
Fulton Sunday at 7:30 ling the Moose Lodge's big Easter- and an old fashion Easter egg
hunt at 11 a. m.
AV-ANTED -SHARECROEEkR__— o m by 43 members of the Jun- egg Mint in Carr Park.
m., There ‘a ill be passes _given .for
Tfi-e—h-Ubt begins-at-2.50
tractor, will ior Choir and the Girls' Chorus.
who can drive
"The Story of Easter" in scrip- with three prize eggs hidden that ebildren three to seven and eight
tobacco
share in potato and
crops and hire to me on corn , ture and Song is directed by Mrs_ will bring their finders $5, $3 to fourteen years of age.
Basket lunch will be served at
References J. B. Manley, assisted by
Miss and $2 respectively. All children
and other crops.
'
needed. g. C. Lowery, Fulton 1 Route 3

SOUTH FULTON

NO ARRESTS IN
RECENT ROBBERIES

Earle Hotel

Seeds That
Really Grow!
Mr. Farmer, select your seeds from a stock
that has these factors: High Purity, Selected
Parentage, Known) Origin, Resistance to Dis‘
ease, High Germination, Chemically Treatect.
Legumes arf Kern-Free treated and a guarantee that means something.

It's always housecleaning time at

1

Like our. customers,
we, too, want to be
housekeepers. .
We consider it an important part of our
job to keep our stores
clean, cases and refrigerators scrubbed,
shelves well - stocked
and orderly, aisles
uncluttered.
It there's anything
we can do to make
your A&P a neater,
pleasanter and more
convenient place to
shop, please let us
know.
Please write: CUSTOMER
RELATIONS DEPT., A&P
Food Stores, 420 Lexington
Avenue,!Yew york 17, N. Y.

CHERRIES
PEACHES
APRICOTS
LARD
FLOUR
SALMON

We have 60% Muriate of Potash, 48'4 Phos
Ammonium Nitrate.
Mixed fertilizers with lime base, guaranteed to drill, 0-20-20, 6.8-6, 1-12-8, 1-16-8, 2-12-6.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

Phone 399

of St. Louis announce the birth
of a nine pound daughter, Donna Jo, born March 23 at/ a. m.
at the ,St. Louis hospital. Mrs. Ro:
Averitt
per is the former Ann
Roper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul A. Roper of Fulton.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Jr.,
are the parents of a six pound
BIRTHS
son, Hugh Scott, born April 2 at
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald P. Roper 11:25 at Haws Hospital.
_ .-_

(1.1.....ihNiflAETATARSAL SUPPORT
TRY ON THE AIR CUSHIONED
tacCOY
AND feel THE DIFFERENCE

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

C.I.10.41•0

_.
Fulton, Kentucky

204 Main Street

cAN°.: 21
19(
19
4 59
25 1..39

RED-SOUR-PITTED

A&P HALVES
IN SYRUP

IONA HALVES
IN SYRUP

No. 2'2
CAN

No. 2'2
CAN
LB.
PAIL

SUNNYFIELD
ENRICHED PLAIN

B
AG
LB.

1-LB.
CAN

COLDSTREAM
PINK

• FRESH FRUITS AND

A&P SUPER RIGHT MEATS
SUGAR CURED

SMOKED PICNICS '

HAMS
SLAB BACON
PORK ROAST
FRYER
TURKEYS
OCEAN FISH
SHRIMP

GOLDEN RIPE

LETTUCE

BANANAN
15,

25
(

BEADS

LB.

37' FRESH PINEAPPLE
19' ASPARAGUS
59 NEW' POTATOES
49' GREEN BEANS :::'',DA
15' CARROTS
69 APPLES :;:::,,:"T"N

LB.

S FULL DRESSED
FFRUELSLH
DRESSED
HG G

LB.
LB.

FRESH

LB.

FRESH FROZEN
31 to 35 COUNT

B.

1

EASTER EGG

ARIZONA

FRESH BAKED

WISCONSIN

PIES

CREAM CHEESE
" 46'

CAKE

6 DELICIOUS VARIETIES

SPECIALLY DECORATED

EACH

FRESH

FRESH

EACH

EACH 690

39e

1.8

5
1

19'
39"

LB,*
LBS.

35'
1
15'
1- 15"
1"
CHED - 0 - BIT

JELLY,8-oz. jar
APPLE BUTTER, 14-oz. jar
Good Quality Catsup,8-oz. bot.

10c

White Cream Style—Whole Kernel or Golden

CORN, No. 2 can

10c

Thank You Brand In Syrup

Kale, Turnip or Mustard

10c

PEACHES, 11-oz. can

10c

GREENS, No. 2 can

lona

CUT BEETS, No. 2 ca n
IONA HOMINY,No.2% can

10c
10c
10c

10c
Sultana Whole Kernel
.. 10c. CORN, No. 2 can

_ 10c

LB.
[MAE'

CRISCO
' SHORTENING
3-1b. can
79c

In Water

1-lb. can

29c

10c
10c

CORN, No. 2 can

10c

SUCCOTISH, 101 '2-oz. can

10c

White Whole Kernel

Good Quality

Satire

10c
20c
20c
17c
10c

BEECHNUT
BABY FOOD
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Strained or Chopped

Pkg.

10c

2 cans

27c

RED CROSS
PALMOLIVE
WRISLEY
TOILET SOAP
MACARONI
SAG SOAP
—7-oz.
10c
bar
pkgs.
Size,
Giant pkg.
59c Bath
19c
lie 10 cakes in bag
KIRKS
DREFT
P & G
SPIC & SPAN
SOAP POWDER
CASTILE SOAP
LAUNDRY SOAP
CLEANER
2 large pkgs.
49c
15c
2 bars for
Giant Pkgs.
23c 2 bars
15c 1-1b. pkg.
69c
RINSO
SOAP POWDER
2 large pkgs.
49c

'
'

LIMA BEANS, No. 2 can

10c

PAAS
EGG DYE

10c

Canned

POTATOES, No. 2 can

RED BEANS, No. 2 can
10c
BUTTER BEANS, No. 303 can
Nestles Morsels semi-sweet, pkg.
PLANTERS
OLD DUTCH
SWIFTS
Herb Ox Bullion Cubes, pkg.
COCKTAIL
PREM
CLEANSER
20 Mule Team Borax, 1-1b. pkg.
LI NCHEON MEAT
PEANUTS
12c
14-oz. can
Ludo= Cough Drops, 3 pkgs.
12-oz. can
-41c 8-oz. can — 35c
DICED CARROTS, No. 2 can
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SAUERKRAUT, No. 2 can

Sultana In Chili

Joan of Arc
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AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD

Del Monte

Old Virginia

KIDNEY BEANS,20-oz. can
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BUNCHES

LOOK WHAT YOU CAN BUY FOR ONLY 10c AT A&P
Sultana Red
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LB.

(CRATE OF 9--2.22)

ANY CUT FROM
12 to 14 LB. AVERAGE
FRESH
PICNIC STYLE

COW'
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VEGETABLES

ICEBERG HEAD

(4 to 6 Lb. Avg.)
POUND

SUNNYFIELD
SHANK PORTION

It
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READY-TO-EAT

,14

just

FRESH, PURE

Iona

We have Clintott- 59 spring oats, S-100, OKIgen and Va. Brown Soybeans, all kinds of
Covers, grasses and a good stock of Southern
States and Charles Wright Hybrid Seed Corn.

noon and a musical program at
1:30 p. m. Preaching service will
begin at 2:30 with the Rev. T. Y.
Smithmier conducting the services.
Everyone is cordially invited to
come and worship with the members of this church.

A&Ps EASTER VALUES HELP
YOU BANQUET on a BUDGET

CUSTOMERS'
CORNER

(Continued from Page 1)
churches increase the proper),
values in the community."
Claude Williams, (Farmer, and
school issue
magistrate):."The
there
people;
affects lots of
the
should be no confusion in
County, so this question could go!
over without a(referendum."
Lee Reaves, (Farmer):
don't pay as much in taxes by
one-third as we did 10 years ago. I
Real Estate, taxed at 1-10th value, is now valued at only
171
million, where it formerly was
valued at 32 million."
The meeting decided to divide
the 16th district up for teams,
and ca,avass it road-by-raod to
get out the vote. A committee to
work with recent Red Cross canvassers will include Mrs. Bob
Harris, Mrs. Mac Burrow, Mrs.
Ben Davis, Mrs. Leon Hutchens
and Mrs. Ben Schwerdt.

No arrests have been made 1,
I the two large scale robberli
staged here over the weekend
Chief of Police Gip McDade sal,
morning. Although
Thursday
5.00 PER WEEK
every lead is being followed
through, nothing definite has
been uncovered in the robbery of
the Keg Liquor Store when
thieves took $75 in cash and 25
55
Phone
204 Plain
cases of whiskey, right out the
front door of the establishment
The situWHY NOT BUILD YOU a HOME early Monday morning.
regarding the
Four room 24 x 2 frame house ation is the same
the Greyhound
low as $2,200. No job too small or $240 stol.n from
that amount
large for us to contract. C. C. Bus Station when
was taken within minutes after
Locke, Dukedom, Tenn.
Neal Etheridge left his desk to
NOTICE: Engraved wedding in- put a parcel of express on the
vitations announcements, callChief McDade said the robbering cards, and stationery, maybe ordered at anytime from ies of this nature are widespread
in this area, with several other
Scotts Floral Shoppe, Fulton.

Colton

•

under, are
Bowen, pianist: Mrs. J. U. 13 years of au, or
AUTO GLASS installed while communities contacting the local Ann
committee
Boaz,
Louis
eligible,
C.
H.
and
organist;
you wait. Satisfaction guaran- force to be on the look-out for McKendree,
chairman announces.
tec.e Fulton Paint and Glast. robbers
in near-by Sams, reader.
working
Negro
Q.. Phone 906.
Another egg-hunt for
Betty
include
' Soloists will
towns and cities.
the
held on
tonight, I Foad and Frod Homra, opera- 1 Gordon, Amelia Parrish, Mrs. J. kiddies will he
OFFICERS' MEETING
Kay Rosenwald School grounds Sun7:30 p. m. All members invited.' tors of the Keg Liquor 'Store i B. Manley, Hazel Bondurant,
Bowen and Joel Golden. Peggy
Loyal Order of Moose, 212
at s: p. m., with
were baffled as to the robbery in., and Nancy
Adams will sing a day afternoon
Church Street, Fulton.
_ prize eggs of $3, 2 and $1 6 be
their,
their store. Sociable in
'duet and Glenda Faye and Kath hidden. Mrs. W. L. Durbin, asin the leen BoundS a trio.
FOR SALE: F-14 Farmall tractor ; habits, the thieves walked
sisted by L. B. Nelms, will superand equipment; equipped to front door apparently, and helpThe public JR cordially invited vise this hunt.
burn gasoline. In good condi- ad themselves to some of Ken- to attend.
by
Both hunts ara sponsored
tion; priced reasonable. Paul tuc y s amous bran s an
No. 1265, Loyal
Fulton Lodge
Logan, 1% miles west of State a little spneding money to boot.
. Order of Moose.
The liquor- store theft was disLine Station.
covered by Carter Olive;

Fulton, Ky.

tic' Main st

Friday, April 7, 1950

CHICK ICK
EGG DYE
Pkg.
10c
DUZ
SOAP POWDER
2 large pkgs.
49c
Wont Pkg.
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